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### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BECE</td>
<td>Basic Education Certificate Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>E-Reader Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E+OCE)</td>
<td>E-Reader Plus Out-of-Classroom Exploration Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GES</td>
<td>Ghana Education Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDA</td>
<td>Global Development Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC Africa</td>
<td>Ivy League Consult Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iREAD</td>
<td>Impact on Reading of E-Readers And Digital content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHS</td>
<td>Junior High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;E</td>
<td>Monitoring &amp; Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NE)</td>
<td>No E-Reader Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCE</td>
<td>Out-of-Classroom Exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS</td>
<td>Senior High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>Strategic Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA</td>
<td>School Education Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASSCE</td>
<td>West African Senior School Certificate Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>United States Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

The iREAD (Impact on Reading of E-Readers And Digital content) Ghana Study is a pilot study spanning from October 2010 to July 2011. It is categorized as a Global Development Alliance (GDA) program between the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and Worldreader, a non-profit organization.

The pilot study aims to give Ghana public school students access to books through e-reader technology, which is an electronic device that can house thousands of books. The iREAD program aligns with USAID’s Strategic Objective 8 (SO8) to “Improve the Quality of and Access to Basic Education.” iREAD supports SO8 Intermediate Result 2 to “Improved Quality of Education,” through the following expected results:

- Increased access to a number and variety of books and other supplementary reading materials read by the participants of the study
- Improved student performance on standardized tests of reading, writing, and English proficiency among study participants
- Reduced waiting periods in classrooms for classroom material
- Reduced net cost of production, translation, and distribution of supplemental reading material

ILC Africa, an Africa-based private local organization, serves as the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) advisory team within the larger iREAD Ghana Study. Throughout the duration of the project, the ILC Africa M&E team collected monitoring data to provide USAID with monthly reports. ILC Africa was also contracted to carry out the baseline, mid-term, final, and administrative close-out reports.

This final report serves as the official, summative assessment of the e-reader within the pilot study, factoring both anticipated and unanticipated results. A fourth report, summarizing ILC Africa’s administrative and financial activities across the project will be submitted in November 2011.

Methodology

The iREAD team established the following three experimental groups:

1) No E-reader Group (NE): no access to e-reader devices
2) E-Reader Group (E): access to e-reader devices
3) E-Reader + Out-of-Classroom Exploration Group (E+OCE): access to e-reader devices with mentoring and extracurricular support

With the assistance of the Ghana Education Service, Worldreader selected a purposive sample of 481 students in nine project-affected schools from the communities of Suhum District, Kade, and Adeiso. This sample size was determined using a confidence level of 95% and a confidence
interval or margin of error of +/- 4 for an estimated population of 10,700,000 Ghanaian children below 18 years of age.\(^1\)

**Hypotheses**

There were several major hypotheses about the outcomes of the pilot study. It was proposed that by the end of the study, the (NE) group would have the least access to reading materials, the least interest in reading, and the least improvement in standardized reading scores as compared to the (E) and the (E+OCE) groups. Also, it was proposed that the (E+OCE) groups would surpass the (E) groups in these measures due to the assumed benefits of mentoring and Out-of-Classroom Exploration activities. Finally, it was proposed that in the long run, the e-reader would serve as a more efficient and economical delivery mechanism for books than the traditional paper book system.

**Findings**

Overall, the majority of students and teachers from the iREAD Ghana Pilot Study had positive experiences with the e-reader. Feedback from the mid-term and final evaluation supports the general sense that the e-reader has a role in the future of the Ghanaian public school curriculum.

iREAD Ghana Pilot Study findings identified effects related to the use of the e-reader, both positive and negative.

Positive effects included:

- Increased access to books
- Increased enthusiasm towards reading
- Increased resources for teachers
- Increased technological skills
- Increased performance on standardized scores at the primary level, especially among primary students receiving OCE interventions

Data from the pilot study reveal that there are short-term, medium-term, and long-term benefits to incorporating e-readers into the Ghanaian public school system.

There were also many challenges to the management of e-readers within the pilot study. These experiences can serve as lessons learned for future project implementation. The study identified breakage as the greatest project concern, as almost half of e-readers experienced some breakage. In terms of the study’s limitations, major limitations were that the sample of students was not geographically representative and that time exposure to the tool was greatly reduced due to challenges, i.e., delayed project start date, device breakages, and teacher strikes.

Unanticipated results of the e-reader were both positive and negative, as follows:

Positive:

- Students shared the benefits of the e-reader with family and friends
- Students and teachers learned to navigate e-reader technology very quickly
- E-reader loss and theft were dramatically lower than anticipated
- E-readers increased exposure of Ghanaian authors

---

\(^1\) [http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/ghana_statistics.html](http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/ghana_statistics.html)
Negative:
- E-reader breakages were much higher than anticipated
- Certain e-reader functions caused frustration such as accidental book deletion, and improper use of music and internet during class time.

Negative unanticipated results are currently being addressed by Worldreader in close collaboration with Amazon, the leading e-reader manufacturer.

At this time, the primary factor limiting the e-reader’s sustainability is the high device breakage rate. However, should technical improvements to the device reduce the breakage rate to minimal levels, and should the cost of the device continue to fall, the e-reader would be an efficient, cost effective method to distribute textbooks and educational material.

**Conclusions**

Data from the pilot study reveal that there are short-term, medium-term, and long-term benefits to incorporating e-readers into the Ghanaian public school system.

Primary among the short-term benefits is that students have immediate and reliable access to books for academic and personal use, without having to depend on the traditional paper book system that is currently practiced. In the medium-term, student and teachers have access to reading materials and teaching resources that facilitate and significantly accelerate the learning process, since students are able to have direct access to information in a home setting. This gives students and teachers the opportunity to extend learning beyond the allotted class time. Unlike the current scenario where students take books home, the e-reader provides the opportunity for extended reading and homework assignments beyond class time. In the long-term, final evaluation data strongly suggest that when the device is introduced and managed properly among primary level students, it has the potential to improve reading performance, and more importantly increase enthusiasm for reading as a lifetime habit. Therefore, the e-reader has impact along a continuum of short- to long-term effects.

**Recommendations**

In the spirit of creating recommendations that are directly relevant, manageable, and doable, the evaluation team proposes 13 specific recommendations across three categories:

1. Methodological/Study Design Recommendations
2. Programmatic Recommendations
3. Technological Recommendations

Methodological/Study Design Recommendations focus on the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology and the design of the pilot study overall. Programmatic recommendations center on ways in which the program could be more effective and ways in which teachers and program implementers could carry out activities differently. Lastly, the technological recommendations focus more on hardware issues related to the device.

The table below summarizes recommendations as well as the stakeholders each recommendation specifically addresses. Stakeholders include Worldreader, the future evaluation team, donor partners, government agencies, product manufacturers, microfinance organizations and potential device distributors, publishers, teachers, students, and administrators.
## Recommendations and Affected Stakeholders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Methodological/Study Design Recommendations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Use a genuine random sample for the purposes of drawing conclusions on Ghanaian public schools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Limit influences and exposure within the control group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Modify data collection tools to capture data on student reading habits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Programmatic Recommendations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Focus on primary schools and OCE activities to maximize benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pilot potential funding mechanisms to explore sustainability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gain greater stakeholder buy-in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Integrate e-readers more fully into the entire curriculum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Reduce logistical challenges for iREAD 2011-2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Continue to build the capacity of teachers so that the tool is used to its maximum potential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Introduce E-Readers to Teacher Training Colleges and Teachers’ Unions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Expand iREAD Activities to Underserved Areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Technological Recommendations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Reduce the number of e-reader breakages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Develop an improved e-reader management system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although Worldreader has started to address many of recommendations, the Worldreader team would greatly strengthen its future programs by fully achieving the recommendations.
2. BACKGROUND OF THE IREAD PROJECT

2.1. INTRODUCTION

Recognizing that private sources in total invest more capital in developing countries than public sources, USAID is committed to exploring non-traditional assistance models that leverage innovative partnerships to stimulate new, sustainable development practices. The Impact on Reading of E-Readers And Digital content (iREAD) Ghana Study is a pilot study spanning from October 2010 to July 2011. It is categorized as a Global Development Alliance (GDA) program between the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and Worldreader, a non-profit organization. The GDA program is a USAID initiative that promotes strategic private-public partnerships that benefit both private sector interests and USAID's development objectives.

The pilot study aimed to give Ghana public school students access to books through e-reader technology, which is an electronic device that can house thousands of books. The iREAD program aligns with USAID's Strategic Objective 8 (SO8) to "Improve the Quality of and Access to Basic Education." iREAD supports SO8 Intermediate Result 2 "Improved Quality of Education," through the following expected results:

- Increased number and variety of books and other supplementary reading materials read by the participants of the study
- Improved student performance on standardized tests of reading, writing, and English proficiency among study participants
- Reduced waiting periods in classrooms for classroom material
- Reduced net cost of production, translation, and distribution of supplemental reading material

ILC Africa, an Africa-based private local organization, served as the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) advisory team within the larger iREAD Ghana Study. Throughout the duration of the project, the ILC Africa M&E team collected monitoring data to provide USAID with monthly reports. ILC Africa was also contracted to carry out the baseline, mid-term, final, and administrative close-out reports.

In early 2011, USAID introduced two major policies/strategies relevant to the iREAD Ghana Study. USAID issued the new Evaluation Policy in January 2011, which called for more rigorous evaluations and methodologies with an emphasis on impact evaluations. Secondly, USAID issued the new Education Strategy 2011-2015 in February 2011.

Having already started the project in October 2010, the project was not able to fully integrate some of the policies released in 2011. Of primary concern was the need for a more rigorous sampling methodology to be used in the iREAD pilot. In addition to the new evaluation policy, the new education policy calls for more focus on primary school aged children. This new policy aligns quite well with the new target intervention groups of primary aged students in the iREAD study.

This final report serves as the official, summative assessment of the e-reader within the pilot study, factoring both anticipated and unanticipated outcomes. A fourth report, summarizing ILC Africa's administrative and financial activities across the project will be submitted in November 2011.
2.2 ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the iREAD Ghana Study final evaluation was to collect data to determine whether iREAD interventions had any effect on access to reading materials, student reading performance, and overall academic environment. More specifically, the evaluation team was guided by the following key questions:

- Did iREAD interventions affect student access to reading materials?
- Did iREAD interventions affect teacher access to educational resources?
- Did iREAD interventions affect student’ attitudes towards reading?
- Did iREAD interventions affect teacher and student technological capabilities?
- Did iREAD interventions have an effect on student reading performance in any meaningful way?
- What were the unanticipated effects of iREAD interventions?
- Are iREAD interventions a sustainable option as against traditional paper books?

This report addresses each of these questions by incorporating the pilot study experiences of students, teachers, administrators, and stakeholders.

2. METHODOLOGY

The aim of the pilot iREAD Ghana study was to measure the effects of the e-reader on study participants in terms of access to books, skills gained, and reading performance within the overall Ghanaian academic experience. The study also aimed to identify areas in which the existing e-reader device could be modified in order to be more effective in developing country classrooms. The study allowed for a ‘sandbox’ environment in which stakeholders could learn about the unanticipated results of the device in a real Ghanaian public school setting.

The methodology section outlines the research design of the pilot study as well as methods used for the three interim evaluations (baseline, midterm, and final).

3.1. iREAD PILOT STUDY RESEARCH DESIGN

Before implementing the project, the Worldreader Team developed a research design to isolate the effect of the e-reader on experimental student groups.

The iREAD team established the following three experimental groups:

4) No E-reader Group (NE): no access to e-reader devices
5) E-Reader Group (E): access to e-reader devices
6) E-Reader + Out-of-Classroom Exploration Group (E+OCE): access to e-reader devices with mentoring and extracurricular support

With the assistance of the national-level representatives of the Ghana Education Service, Worldreader selected a purposive sample of 481 students in nine project-affected schools from the communities of Suhum District, Kade, and Adeiso. The sample size was determined using a
confidence level of 95% and a confidence interval or margin of error of +/- 4 for an estimated population of 10,700,000 Ghanaian children below 18 years of age.²

Table 1.0 below summarizes the experimental (NE), (E), and (E+OCE) groups within the pre-selected communities. The No E-Reader (NE) group located in the town of Suhum, Ghana consisted of three control groups across primary, junior high school (JHS), and senior high school (SHS) levels. The (E) group located in the town of Kade, Ghana also consisted of three groups across primary, JHS, and SHS grade levels. Thirdly, the (E+OCE) group located in the town of Adeiso, Ghana consisted of three schools across primary, JHS, and SHS grade levels. The three communities are a distance of 30-60 minutes driving from each other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No E-Reader (NE) Group in Suhum District, Ghana</th>
<th>E-Reader (E) Group in Kade, Ghana</th>
<th>E-Reader &amp; Out-of-Classroom Exploration (E+OCE) Group in Adeiso, Ghana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Form 4</strong></td>
<td>Teacher Mante Presbyterian Primary 47 students</td>
<td>Presbyterian Primary in Kade 42 students</td>
<td>Presbyterian Primary in Adeiso 45 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Junior High School (JHS) Form 1</strong></td>
<td>Teacher Mante D/A JHS 39 students</td>
<td>Presbyterian JHS in Kade 45 students</td>
<td>Presbyterian JHS in Adeiso 75 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Senior High School (SHS) Form 1</strong></td>
<td>Presbyterian SHS in Suhum 58 students</td>
<td>Kade Secondary Technical School 70 students</td>
<td>Presbyterian SHS in Adeiso 60 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Students</strong>:</td>
<td>481³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When selecting these sites, the Worldreader team and the Ghana Education Service (GES) were guided by specific criteria for the pilot study, namely the need for:

- Public schools located within three hours driving from Accra, given travel costs
- Public schools that are representative of non-urban school environments
- Approximate 1:1 ratios of male to female students

² http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/ghana_statistics.html

³ The number of students listed in Table 1.0 represents the number of study participants in July 2011. However, it is important to note that the number of students has varied over the course of the study, as the number of students in each class changed on a monthly basis due to high rates of student turnover. High turnover rates may be attributed to the agricultural and socio-economic backgrounds of the majority of students, who have an additional responsibility to support family life. As a result, not all students contributed to the study at the baseline, mid-term, and final evaluation points of the project. Some analysis in this report therefore focuses on the 309 students who participated in all three interim evaluations.

Additionally, there are other factors that cause the varying number of study participants. Due to school administration’s delayed decision to split (E+OCE) SHS students into streams, the number of (E+OCE) SHS students was 105 at the beginning of the study and 60 after the streams were split in Feb 2011. Furthermore, (NE) primary and JHS numbers in Table 1.0 represent the number of project-affected students at Teacher Mante Presbyterian Primary and Teacher Mante D/A JHS, but these students joined the study on 21 Feb 2011. (NE) weekly log data at the primary and JHS levels from before 21 Feb 2011 comes from formerly project-affected students at Okorasi D/A Experimental Primary School and D/A Experimental ‘C’ JHS.
- Access to electricity and mobile networks to facilitate e-reader use (charging devices and downloading material)
- Established bases of teachers and administrators with demonstrated interested in the pilot study and the device, as well as the flexibility to incorporate the device into classroom curriculum

The specific grade levels for students in the iREAD study were Primary 4, JHS 1, and SHS 1. At the primary school level, Primary 4 was chosen because it is the first grade level at which schools teach English language reading and writing. At the middle school level, JHS 1 was chosen so that Worldreader could digitize textbooks and materials starting from the beginning of the JHS experience. By the time JHS 1 students would complete their first year and begin their second year, Worldreader would have had time to digitize second year content for students to use while still offering first year content to newly-entering first year students. This scenario also applies to that of the SHS grade level. Additionally, Worldreader selected first year JHS and SHS students because they tend to experience less stress than final year students who are preparing for BECE and WASSCE exams. This would allow first years (JHS and SHS) to devote more time and energy to learning new technology and reading content. Although Worldreader purposively selected schools, Worldreader randomly selected streams of primary 4 and JHS 1 students within those schools. At the SHS level, Worldreader purposively chose General Arts streams in order to focus on humanities students with more reading intensive courses.

The overall approach to developing the parameters of the study was well executed. Worldreader took into consideration the needs of its partners, namely GES and USAID, when developing the details of the project. Worldreader held participatory consultations with GES at the national level to determine the best context in which to develop the research design. With guidance from GES, Worldreader chose schools in districts where no other major USAID or GES-supported education programs were taking place, in order to avoid overlap of interventions. Additionally, Worldreader designed the study so that M&E activities would not consume a large amount of students’ and teachers’ time. GES advised that students should spend no more than two hours towards standardized testing and questionnaires during each of the study’s three interim evaluations.

Despite Worldreader’s careful considerations, however, the M&E Team noted several weaknesses in the technical aspects of the sampling method. The sample for this study was purposive and therefore limits the scope of the findings to the particular area surveyed. The selection of pilot study sites in the communities of Suhum District, Kade, and Adeiso was not geographically representative of Ghana and other districts in its ten regions. Given that the pilot study location was not a genuinely random sample and did not have equal geographic representation, the results will be applicable to that particular area of Ghana and cannot be generalized to a national level.

Additionally, although the M&E Team found the confidence interval (margin of error) of +/- 4 to be acceptable, a smaller confidence level and a larger sample size would assure stakeholders of the reliability of results. A larger sample size could ensure that results truly reflect the population. The M&E Team recommends a revised sampling method that uses a larger sample size and smaller confidence interval of +/-2 based upon a currently accurate population of school-bound children across Ghana’s ten regions.

Although these shortcomings do not negate the results of the study, the advised adjustments to the sampling method would render future results more reliable and representative of Ghana’s public schools. Recommendations are made regarding the sampling method in the Recommendations section.
3.2 Central Hypothesis

There were several major hypotheses about the outcomes of the pilot study. These were that by the end of the study:

- the (NE) group would have the least access to reading materials, the least interest in reading, and the least improvement in standardized reading scores as compared to the (E) and the (E+OCE) groups
- the (E+OCE) groups would surpass the (E) groups in these measures due to the assumed benefits of mentoring and Out-of-Classroom Exploration activities
- the e-reader would serve as a more efficient and economical delivery mechanism for books than the traditional paper book system

The major hypotheses relied on the following key assumptions:

- The (NE) group is not significantly influenced by the study's presence
- Each (E) and (E+OCE) student has access to his or her own e-reader for a full 11-month academic year
- (E+OCE) activities occur consistently over the 11-month academic year
- Aside from scheduled holidays, classes are in session without disruption
- Teachers regularly use e-readers in the classroom
- Interventions create demonstrable changes in reading performance after 11 months

Over the course of the study, various extraneous circumstances affected many of the key assumptions, as described in Table X below. Section 3.6 Limitations provides further details on these extraneous circumstances, as well as other factors affecting the validity of the findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Assumption</th>
<th>Extraneous Circumstances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The (NE) group is not significantly influenced by the study's presence</td>
<td>When assisting students with weekly logs, ILC Africa staff observed teachers at control schools expressing ideas such as, “Reading is good for your mind. If you read a lot and list a lot of books, who knows, you might get a scholarship and go to America.” As a result, students in the control (NE) group may have read a higher number of average books read per week simply because the M&amp;E team was monitoring how much they read.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Each (E) and (E+OCE) student has access to his or her own e-reader for a full 11-month academic year</td>
<td>Students only had access to e-readers for 7 months as opposed to a full 11 months, shortening access by 36.4%. This is due to the pilot study's start in late November/early December 2010 as opposed to September 2010. Additionally, over the course of the study, a total of 243 e-readers (40.5%) were reported as broken. The lack of access to the device whilst waiting for replacements limited student reading and class time. For roughly two months, (E+OCE) SHS students shared e-readers at a 2:1 ratio because the school's 105 SHS 1 students had not yet been split into two streams of about 50 students each. Finally, for a month at the (E+OCE) SHS school, students did not use e-readers outside of school to reduce bullying in dormitories and at home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(E+OCE) activities occur consistently over the 11-month academic year</td>
<td>OCE activities for primary and JHS levels did not begin until December 2018, and OCE activities for SHS students did not begin until February 2011. As a result, OCE activities only took place over 5-7 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Aside from scheduled holidays, classes are in session without disruption</td>
<td>Due to nationwide teacher strikes, classes were not in session for two or more weeks during the month of March, depending on the school. Additionally, local teacher strikes cancelled classes at (E) and (E+OCE) primary and JHS schools in mid-May.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For a week in March, classes at the (E+OCE) JHS school were not in session so that school buildings could be used as a local examination center. Also, the Worldreader Operations Manager observed that rather than attending classes, (E+OCE) JHS students were frequently seen weeding plots of land during school hours when he made his weekly visits.

Teachers regularly use e-readers in the classroom. N/A - Teacher weekly logs revealed that (E) and (E+OCE) group teachers reported actively using the e-reader for approximately 34% of class time. This establishes the integration of the e-reader into school curricula.

Interventions create demonstrable changes in reading performance after 11 months. Education researchers such as Robert Granger, Thomas Kane, and Harris Cooper agree that, in general, performance in reading improves gradually over time. It may be unrealistic to expect dramatic increases in reading scores after only 7 months of e-reader exposure.

3.3 IREAD Project Interim Evaluations (Baseline, Midterm, and Final)

The ILC Africa Team carried out three major evaluations (baseline, midterm, and final) throughout the 2010/2011 school year.

Baseline Evaluation

The M&E team established the context of the study by conducting a baseline evaluation. Data collection for the baseline evaluation took place in November and December 2010. In terms of the social background of study participants, only 7.8% of students speak English at home, indicating that English is a second language for most students. The fact that students do not regularly use English outside of school may affect reading performance on standardized test scores. Additionally, parents have low educational backgrounds, as 35% of students' fathers and 25% of students' mothers did not attend school beyond primary level. Nearly 40% of students are from agricultural backgrounds, and this may also have an effect on the use of the e-reader device at home, as students may be involved in agricultural activities that take time away from reading. Furthermore, the most common occupation among the mothers of study participants is a trader, at 73%, which may have implications on home use of the device, as mothers spend a significant amount of time outside of the home and may not be there to supervise, advise, or supplement the use of the e-reader.

A major finding of the baseline evaluation was that students had significantly limited access to textbooks. Primary and JHS teachers reported that for many subjects, there were insufficient numbers of books. Sometimes two students had to share one book, while at other times, as many as three or four students had to share one book. Additionally, certain subjects such as Religious & Moral Education did not have any textbooks, forcing teachers to research materials on their own. No primary or JHS student in the study was permitted to take school textbooks home, preventing teachers from assigning reading homework to students.

At the SHS level, access to government books was similarly limited. For example, one high school only owned 10 copies of the government Integrated Science textbook for the entire student body. Also problematic was that government textbooks often arrived late, sometimes five months into the school year. However, SHS schools ensured access to books by requiring students to buy private textbooks as part of tuition. Due to this mandatory billing system, SHS students had access to more textbooks than primary and JHS students, and could take textbooks home.

In terms of technology, another major finding of the baseline evaluation was that 43% of study participants reported that they had never used a computer. This valuable baseline data...
suggests that nearly half of the study group did not have previous access to or interaction with computer devices.

It was additionally reported that teachers had inadequate teaching materials, as well as large class sizes and limited infrastructure.

Mid-Term Evaluation

The M&E Team carried out a mid-term evaluation from March to April 2011 that measured progress at the mid-point of the study. Using pre-tested data collection instruments, the evaluation team documented some preliminary results. At the mid-term point, the greatest improvement in test scores was realized in the (E+OCE) schools, and most significantly at the primary school level. The evaluation team also found that study participants reported accessing books more often than before. Additionally, students were accessing a greater variety of books than before. Another interesting preliminary finding was that students read textbooks on the e-reader outside of the school homework assignments, thus increasing their frequency of reading and enhancing their overall academic experience.

The mid-term evaluation raised several important questions that were further explored in the final evaluation, namely:

- What makes OCE activities successful?
- What kinds of student backgrounds, student behaviors, and other factors are associated with the greatest benefits from the e-reader?
- Why are some of the scores among certain students not increasing significantly by the mid-point of the project?
- What books are (NE) students accessing, and how has the presence of the study affected their reading habits?

Final Evaluation

The final evaluation provides an opportunity to compare baseline, midterm and final data and draw general conclusions, if any, about the e-reader device. Moving into the final evaluation, the assessment team modified data collection forms to capture additional data based on findings from the mid-term evaluation and stakeholder feedback. In order to gain more insight into the success of OCE activities, the team added questions to student focus groups and individual questionnaires asking students what they liked and disliked about OCE activities, and how often they attended OCE activities. The team also added questions to OCE Volunteer interviews to document OCE activities in greater detail.

In order to improve the implementation of the final evaluation methodology, the team increased use of the local Twi language when administering data collection tools to ensure better understanding. Also, during student focus groups, facilitators made greater efforts to solicit responses from less vocal students.

This report will pay special attention to the unanticipated results of increased access to the device. For example, teachers were asked to provide their observations on any changes in the levels of enthusiasm among students, while case studies included both academically successful students and academically challenged students in order to gauge a wider spectrum of experiences with the device. Also, in order to gain a better understanding of the (NE) group, the assessment team added (NE) student focus groups and additional questions to (NE) teacher interviews.
3.4 **Final Evaluation Methodology**

The iREAD final project evaluation involved 374 project-affected persons, of which 347 were students from the nine schools of the pilot study (see Table 2.0).

Of the 347 students involved in the final evaluation, 77 were primary students, 117 were JHS students, and 153 were SHS students. The remaining 27 project-affected persons engaged in the final evaluation of the study included 20 teachers and administrators as well as 7 stakeholders and volunteers across the nine schools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary 4</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHS 1</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS 1</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub total</strong></td>
<td><strong>347</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers &amp; Administrators</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders &amp; Volunteers</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>374</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the final evaluation, the M&E Team used a mixed-methods approach of quantitative and qualitative methods. More specifically, the team used several structured data collection methods such as:

- Key informant interviews with teachers, administrators, stakeholders, and volunteers
- Focus groups composed of teachers and students
- Reading performance assessments in the form of standardized tests
- Case studies
- Data from online e-reader accounts
- Secondary data from Worldreader and other stakeholders

Table 3.0 below describes the forms and processes associated with each data collection method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Structured Questionnaire</td>
<td>Forms A, B, and G</td>
<td>Data entry staff coded data and entered it into a customized Microsoft Access Database called ReadME. The M&amp;E team then used Stata, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Access to calculate frequencies, averages, and other statistics that are presented in this report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Informant Interviews with Teachers, Administrators, Stakeholders, and Volunteers</td>
<td>Form E</td>
<td>Handwritten notes from key informant interviews were typed into the ReadME database. Audio-tapes of the interviews were transcribed and filed for future reference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Groups with Teachers and Students</td>
<td>Form F</td>
<td>Similar to key informant interviews, handwritten notes from focus groups were typed and entered into the ReadME database. Audio-tapes of the focus groups were transcribed and filed for future reference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessments in the Form of Standardized Tests</td>
<td>Form J</td>
<td>Standardized tests were administered to all students as a way of measuring student progress. The team marked the multiple choice, free response and essay sections of the exams. For the free response and essay sections, the team developed a grading rubric for consistent scoring. Students’ total scores and sub-scores were then manually recorded onto score sheets, and the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
numbers from these score sheets were entered into the ReadME database. The team then used Microsoft Access to calculate frequencies, averages, and other statistics that are presented in this report.

| Case Studies | Form C | Based on Worldreader and teacher recommendations, the M&E Team selected students from (E) and (E+OCE) groups that represented a range of iREAD experiences. Audio-tapes were transcribed and filed for future reference. |
| Data from On-Line E-reader Accounts | Form I | The M&E Team logged onto students’ online accounts to capture information on student downloads. Additionally, Worldreader provided supplementary data on student downloads through a code that automatically retrieves information from the accounts. Data was compiled and analyzed in Microsoft Excel and Access. |
| Direct Observation | Form D | Handwritten notes from field observations were typed into the ReadME database. |
| Secondary Data from Worldreader and Other Stakeholders | N/A | The M&E Team incorporated Worldreader and volunteer activity updates into the midterm evaluation. Financial information and project challenges were of particular importance to this report. |

This combination of methods provided rich data for the M&E team to gain a broad understanding of student reading performance, student reading habits, and the sustainability of e-readers in the classroom.4

3.5 Final Evaluation Field Activities

The M&E team administered the majority of the data collection tools at the study sites of Suhum District, Kade, and Adeiso. Focus groups, paper-based questionnaires, and standardized tests were administered on-site, while select semi-structured interviews with stakeholders were conducted via video teleconference, email, and telephone. Table 4.0 below outlines how and when each data collection tool was administered during the final evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Collection Tools</th>
<th>Dates of Collection</th>
<th>No. of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Weekly Logs</td>
<td>Monthly throughout project</td>
<td>From 481 – 546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Weekly Logs</td>
<td>Monthly throughout project</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Studies</td>
<td>16, 19-21 July 2011</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Observations</td>
<td>Monthly throughout project</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Informant Interviews (Teachers and Administrators)</td>
<td>16, 19-21 July 2011</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Informant Interviews (Stakeholders &amp; Volunteers)</td>
<td>26-29 July 2011</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Groups (Teachers)</td>
<td>16 July 2011</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Groups (Students)</td>
<td>19-21, 25 July 2011</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Student Questionnaires</td>
<td>19-21, 25 July 2011</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Account Data</td>
<td>10-20 May 2011 (last 10 downloads data); 4-5 September 2011 (complete book data)</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Samples of data collection forms can be found in Appendix O.
3.6 LIMITATIONS

Overall, the M&E team identified various limitations that could affect the validity of the study. Broad themes are presented in the following order of priority:

1. Technical aspects of the methodology
   - Lack of a genuinely random sample
   - Control group students influenced by the study’s presence
   - Limitations of student logs
   - Limitations of standardized testing data
   - Change in the number of students from baseline to final
   - Differences in class sizes
   - Limitations of key informant interviews
   - Limitations of focus group data
   - Online e-reader account data

2. Reduced time with access to e-reader
   - Late access to e-reader during the 2010/2011 school year
   - Unexpectedly high e-reader breakage rates
   - Disruptions caused by teacher strikes
   - E-readers did not include reading materials for all school subjects
   - Late start of OCE activities
   - Limited OCE Volunteers from May-July
   - Limited class time at (E+OCE) JHS
   - Reduced access to e-readers outside of school for (E+OCE) SHS students
   - Delayed decision-making to split (E+OCE) SHS Students into streams

3. Socio-cultural aspects
   - English language limitations
   - Potentially unsupportive home environments

Although there were limitations related to the sampling methodology, the overall design of the study was valid. The study was divided into three experimental groups that allowed for a control group. The Worldreader team also considered the potential of reading performance differences that could occur across primary, junior and senior grade levels; thereby, separating the groups into appropriate sub-categories.

The main limitation, however, was that the study was not geographically representative of all Ghanaian students. Secondly, the control group may have been unintentionally influenced by ongoing monitoring activities such as weekly logs, standardized tests, and interviews. In an attempt to collect information for comparison against the other groups, the (NE) control group may have been heavily influenced to increase/improve their reading habits and perform well for competition’s sake and the pride of the school. A third and final major technical limitation within the methodology was introduced by the use of student logs. Although an appropriate tool in theory, in practice, most students were not truthful in self-reporting information and they did not consistently complete logs. The unrealistic nature of several responses rendered the data somewhat invalid.
Several major factors led to reduced time and access to the e-reader, which may have affected the final outcome of the study. As a first and critical point, the hypotheses of the study were based on one full academic year of exposure to the device. Due to the study’s late start and several major disruptions, it is estimated that students had the device for seven months out of the anticipated eleven months. These events nearly halve any of the potential benefits of the device.

Also, an alarming 40.5% of devices broke and needed to be replaced. This phenomenon was an unanticipated result and will be discussed in more detail in the findings. Nonetheless, the lack of access to an e-reader while awaiting a replacement further affected the 7-month access window during the academic school year.

Though the socio-cultural limitations were beyond the scope of the study’s control, they are still important to note. English language limitations and unsupportive home environments are not unique to the study participants’ school environments, but rather exist throughout the country. While English is the official language of Ghana, the vast majority of Ghanaians speak one of the eleven indigenous languages sponsored by the Bureau of Ghana Languages as their native tongue (Akuapem Twi, Asante Twi, Ewe, Mfantse, Ga, Dangme, Nzema, Dagbani, Dagaare, Gonja, and Kasem). Additionally, agricultural parents with low levels of educational attainment may de-emphasize reading at home and may be unable to assist children with school work. Nationally, 34% of adults in Ghana are illiterate (UNICEF 2008), and 23.7% of men and 35.7% of women have not completed primary school (DHS 2008). Furthermore, 41% of men and 30% of women in Ghana work in the agricultural sector (DHS 2008). Since socio-cultural limitations affecting student reading exist outside of the parameters of the study, their presence in the study likely offers a realistic picture of e-reader impact in Ghana.

A detailed description of each limitation is as follows:

**Technical Aspects of the Methodology**

- **Lack of a genuinely random sample:** Schools were selected using a purposive method as opposed to a genuinely random sample. Worldreader chose schools based on the broad criteria of general location, gender balance, access to electricity and mobile networks, and school interest in the project, therefore results can only be indicative of the area selected.

- **Control group students influenced by the study’s presence:** Students in the control (NE) group may have reported a higher number of average books read per week simply because the M&E team was monitoring how much they read. When assisting students with weekly logs, ILC Africa staff observed teachers at control schools expressing ideas such as, “Reading is good for your mind. If you read a lot and list a lot of books, who knows, you might get a scholarship and go to America.” This promotion of reading at the control schools indicates that the filling of student weekly logs itself may increase student reading, and that students in the control groups may have read more during the study than on average.

- **Limitations of student logs:** Many students may have felt pressured to record a high number of books on their logs in order to impress their teachers and the investigators, causing them to misrepresent their reading habits. Some students misunderstood the purpose and use of the data logs. Students sometimes recorded that they read during dates that were prior to the project start date or in the future, or recorded dates that did not chronologically follow each other. It is also possible that students were under the impression that they should fill every line on the form, even though the M&E Team
repeatedly reminded students that they should leave the space blank if they did not read on that particular day. Some students misunderstood certain questions. A high number of books read for school indicated that students might be including reading during school hours, rather than only reporting reading from outside of school.

- **Limitations of standardized testing data**: ILC Africa administered three levels of standardized examinations at the primary, JHS, and SHS levels. Standardized tests that are culturally and contextually appropriate only exist at the JHS 3 and SHS 3 levels; however, students within the study are two grades below the grade in which the test is officially administered. Therefore, the BECE exam designed for JHS 3 students was administered to JHS 1 students. It should be expected that the reading and content level are above the average competency of a JHS 1 student. Similarly, the WASSCE exam designed for SHS 3 students was administered to SHS 1 students. It should be expected that the reading and content level are above the average competency of a SHS 1 student. Also, there are differences between standardized tests from the baseline to final. For example, the reading comprehension section of the BECE exam was composed of free response questions in the baseline version of the exam but favored multiple choice questions in the mid-term version of the exam. These differences are explored in more in depth in the “Are Students Reading Better?” section of the report. Additionally, classrooms in which testing took place were crowded, enabling students to cheat and take answers from others’ papers without proctor intervention.

- **Change in the number of students from baseline to final**: The group of students throughout the study changed because students dropped out of or enrolled in the project-affected schools. Additionally, flooding and heavy rain during the final evaluation prevented a small number of students from taking the final standardized tests and questionnaires. As a result, the “n” value for trend analysis that includes only students who contributed data to all three key intervals of the study (baseline, mid-term, and final) is lower than the total number of students who participated.

- **Differences in class size**: The pools of students in primary schools are smaller than those of the other levels, so natural variations in test scores might be expected regardless of changes in actual reading ability, to a limited extent. Differences in class sizes across grade levels at all of the schools could also affect how data represents the impact of e-readers.

- **Limitations of key informant interview**: Not all academic subjects are represented in the key informant interviews. Given the design of the study, the evaluation team only interviewed teachers of English, Social Studies, and Integrated Science classes.

- **Limitations of focus group data**: The M&E team emphasized that students should give honest and accurate answers. However, due to interview bias, students may still have been reluctant to speak freely about some of the e-reader habits that teachers disapprove of, such as downloading music, playing games, and browsing social networking sites on the e-reader. The M&E Team made a special effort to call on less vocal students to ask if they agreed or disagreed with the responses that louder students put forward.

- **Online e-reader account data**: Although the Amazon website is helpful in providing download data, some information is only available for the last ten items downloaded, and the information is sometimes incomplete. The data offers valuable insights into what material students are actually accessing, but does not give a complete picture of student reading habits.
Reduced Time with /Access to E-reader

- **Late access to e-reader within the 2010/2011 school year:** Students had access to e-readers for seven months as opposed to the full eleven months of the school year, shortening access by 36.4%. This is due to the pilot study's start in late November/early December 2010 as opposed to September 2010. As a result, expected student outcomes may not have been fully achieved.

- **Unexpectedly high e-reader breakage rates:** Over the course of the study, a total of 243 e-readers (40.5%) were reported as broken and two e-readers were lost. While student negligence contributed to breakages, Worldreader and Amazon believe that high breakage rates were primarily a result of the device's fragile screen and vulnerability to dust. In an effort to maximize students' reading capacity, Worldreader replaced broken e-readers as best as possible. However, such a high incidence of breakage limited student reading and class time. The lack of access to the device whilst waiting for the replacement may have affected the outcomes of the study. Worldreader is in the process of working with Amazon to develop and test more durable e-reader designs.

- **Disruptions caused by teacher strikes:** Due to nationwide teacher strikes, classes were not in session for two or more weeks during the month of March, depending on the school. Additionally, local teacher strikes cancelled classes at (E) and (E+OCE) primary and JHS schools in mid-May. By reducing classroom instruction with the e-reader, teacher strikes may have affected outcomes of the study, particularly gains in standardized test scores. Additionally, teacher strikes may have made it difficult for students to seek help when facing technical problems such as accidental book deletion.

- **E-readers did not include reading materials for all school subjects:** As a pilot, the study did not aim to provide a fully integrated e-reader experience. As a general rule, Worldreader refrained from incorporating math and science subjects into this particular study because the diagrams and symbols associated with math and science do not display well on today's e-reader technology. Rather, Worldreader chose to focus on subjects that are more reading intensive (i.e., English and Social Studies). As a result of these decisions, Worldreader focused on students in the General Arts stream at the SHS level. At the primary and JHS levels, the project randomly chose the streams of students who would participate in the study. While e-readers contained content for English, Social Studies/Citizenship, and Integrated Science, they did not contain adequate content for other school subjects.

Since not all subject content was digitized, the pilot study did not realize the full potential of e-readers in the classroom. If students had had e-textbooks for all of their class subjects, it would be expected that students would read more overall as part of their schoolwork and thereby experience greater gains in reading performance. Furthermore, a fully integrated e-reader experience would have been more cost effective for students, as families would not have needed to buy any paper textbooks.

- **Late start of OCE activities:** Although ideally planned for September, OCE activities for primary and JHS levels did not begin until December 2010, and OCE activities for SHS students did not begin until February 2011. As a result, OCE volunteers had less than an entire academic year to build rapport with students, potentially limiting the anticipated positive effects on student reading performance.
• **Limited OCE Volunteers from May-July:** Worldreader recruited many OCE volunteers who were high school students from Lincoln Community School and university students from Ashesi University. Since these volunteers were on vacation during May-July, Worldreader had a lower volunteer to student ratio during that time, affecting the benefits of OCE activities.

• **Limited class time at (E+OCE) JHS:** Low class attendance and reduced class time may have limited the impact of the e-reader on the (E+OCE) JHS students. The Worldreader Operations Manager observed that (E+OCE) JHS students were not in school during many of his weekly visits. Rather than attending classes, these students were frequently seen weeding plots of land during school hours. Additionally, the (E+OCE) JHS school buildings were used as a local examination center from 21st to 25th March 2011. As a result, classes were not in session that week, further reducing class time and access to the device. The degree of setbacks unique to this school was not noticed at any of the other schools in the study, and may affect the results of the study.

• **Reduced access to e-readers outside of school for (E+OCE) SHS students:** After the first two months of the project, Worldreader became aware that (E+OCE) SHS students were often bullied by older high school students to use their e-readers. In response, Worldreader and the school sensitized students to the need to allow project-affected students to primarily use the e-readers. For a few weeks, all (E+OCE) SHS students had to leave e-readers with project coordinators at the school to avoid bullying in dormitories or at home. By April, all students began taking e-readers home once again.

• **Delayed decision-making to split (E+OCE) SHS Students into streams:** Worldreader intended to provide e-readers to one stream of students at each grade level. However, the (E+OCE) SHS administration was not able to split its 105 students into two desired streams until February 2011. Worldreader was faced with the option of delaying the launch of e-readers at that school. Instead, Worldreader chose to pair students up and provide 1 e-reader to 2 students. Three months into the seven-month study, students were split into one manageable group of 50 students with a 1:1 student to e-reader ratio.

**Socio-Cultural Limitations**

• **English language limitations:** While English is the official language of Ghana, it is the second language for most if not all project-affected students and teachers. English language limitations were especially significant for primary students who use English for the first time in primary class 4.

• **Potentially unsupportive home environments:** As many project-affected students are from agricultural families, their home environments may not appreciate reading as an activity. For example, students may spend more time at home performing family chores and agricultural tasks rather than engaging with their e-readers. Additionally, students whose parents have limited English and literacy skills may be unable to actively incorporate the device into home life.
4. SUMMARY OF iREAD ACTIVITIES

In order to best understand the results of this pilot study, it is important to summarize and analyze the timeline of pilot study activities. The following diagram summarizes pilot study milestones.

Diagram 1.0 - Timeline Summary of Study Milestones

As with the start-up of any pilot, the iREAD project faced various challenges. Although it was beyond the control of the pilot study, it would have been more appropriate to launch the program in August 2010, at the beginning of the academic year. The fact that the program launch delayed until early December 2010 was a major limitation of the study, as the potential of the e-reader was not fully realized. Similarly, given that OCE activities were an integral part of an experimental group, these activities should have started at the onset of the project. However, it was 3 months after the already late program launch before OCE activities began at the primary and SHS levels.

Throughout the pilot study, the Worldreader team carried out several participatory sessions with stakeholders and study participants. This approach was well received by participants and created a sense of ownership around the project. Another positive approach was that the iREAD program continually “pushed” books to students’ e-readers on a weekly basis. In addition to the large scale “push” of books in January 2011, Worldreader pushed 1-2 books onto students’ e-reader each week. Consistently receiving fresh and new materials kept students’ interest in reading.

Worldreader developed a consultative relationship with Amazon, the leading e-reader manufacturer, as the organization grappled with issues such as whether to allow students to use the experimental multimedia aspects of the e-reader. Even though 43% of study participants had never used a computer, students quickly learned the multimedia aspects of the e-reader, such as music and internet features. At a classroom management level, teachers may find
multimedia to be distracting, but from a development standpoint, the e-reader could have the potential to bridge the digital divide by allowing the 43% of students who had never used a computer access their first computer-like device. Worldreader continues to engage in dialogue with Amazon regarding pressing issues such as designing more durable e-readers and developing a more comprehensive e-reader management system that can better monitor e-reader usage and behavior. These approaches are commendable and scalable for future project implementation.

Worldreader’s efforts to digitize Ghanaian and African literature are another praiseworthy and innovative aspect of the project. Findings within this report demonstrate that many students had an affinity towards African reading material because it was representative of their culture. A concern, however, is that many of the locally authored texts had grammatical, syntactical, and typographical errors that do not present a positive model for young readers. The evaluation team proposes recommendations to address these and other setbacks that arose during the timeline of the pilot study.

It is surprising to note that, throughout the entire study, only two e-reader devices were lost. During the exploratory phase of pilot study discussions, theft of devices was a major and critical concern. However, data from the pilot study reveal that theft was a minimal occurrence, primarily because strong community involvement was encouraged through e-reader pledges, community outreach programs, and support from community leaders. Device breakage, however, was not an initial area of concern for implementers or donors, yet the data from the study revealed a 40.5% breakage rate, which translates into 243/600 devices. As mentioned in the limitations section, this breakage may have affected the outcome of the study, as students had reduced access to the device while waiting for replacements.

Worldreader representatives report that they are not discouraged by the high e-reader breakage rate, explaining that one of the objectives of the study is to determine the sustainability of the e-reader in a developing country context given current technology, in order to make recommendations to modify the technology. Worldreader is optimistic that the breakage rate will improve. Every time an iREAD e-reader breaks, the device is sent to Amazon, where engineers conduct a post-mortem analysis to identify what caused the device to malfunction. These post-mortem analyses revealed that fragile screens are the main weakness of the device. As a result, Amazon is testing devices with more durable screens. By October 2011, the first shipment of e-readers with improved screens will arrive in Ghana. These reinforced screens will not raise the cost of the device, which is continuing to decline at this time.

In addition to improving the device itself, Worldreader is also working to secure more rugged e-reader cases. Also, Worldreader plans to implement a new policy towards e-reader breakages for the 2011-2012 school year. Under this new policy, after a student breaks an e-reader for the first time, the student will receive a verbal warning at a conference with his or her parents, teachers, and a Worldreader representative. After the warning, the student will receive a replacement e-reader. However, if the student breaks an e-reader a second time, he or she will not receive a replacement device, and will be transferred to a stream of students without e-readers. Worldreader hopes this policy is strict enough to encourage students to take care of their e-readers, but lenient enough to allow for breakages that are the fault of the device itself and not the fault of the student.

In August 2011, the iREAD Vacation School created an opportunity to gain back time lost during the school year due to the late start of the project, teacher strikes, and other unanticipated events. In total, 178 students participated in the voluntary summer reading program. It is interesting to note that 47% of participants were from the study, while 53% were not,
demonstrating the growing enthusiasm of students for using the device to gain access to reading materials. The pilot study’s flexible sandbox approach allowed for the introduction of new program ideas, such as the iREAD Vacation School, as the study progressed. However, given the sandbox approach’s quick introduction of the Vacation School, it was unfortunate that students were not tested to determine any additional growth beyond the final examination.

A more detailed description of iREAD activities across the duration of the pilot study is outlined below.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF iREAD ACTIVITIES**

Leading up to October 2010, Worldreader set the groundwork for the iREAD Ghana Study. Worldreader began agreements with several publishers, which granted Worldreader permission to use their books as part of the iREAD Ghana Study. Worldreader has digitized books from several Ghanaian publishers, and made these books available at Amazon’s Kindle Store. Worldreader’s Ghanaian and West African publishing partners are as follows:

- Sub-Saharan Publishers
- Regener8
- Smartline Publishing Ltd.
- EPP Books Services Ltd.
- Sam Woode Ltd.
- Woeli Publishing Ltd.
- Afram Publications Ltd.
- Evans Brothers Ltd.
- Adwinsa Publications Ltd.
- Sedco-Longman Publishing Ltd.

Worldreader is committed to digitizing local Ghanaian books, believing that students will learn to love reading when they have books that relate to their own culture and surroundings. In addition to local publishers, Worldreader also developed partnerships with international publishers Random House Inc. and Penguin Books. Additionally, a number of international and African authors contacted Worldreader directly to donate books.

The iREAD 2010-2011 pilot study only included eight digitized textbooks. According to the President of Worldreader, the current agreements established between Worldreader and the publishers contribute to the limited number of available textbooks. At this time, Worldreader is asking publishers for free use of their books during the study, in exchange for digitizing the books for free. Some publishers, who rely heavily on textbooks for their income, are reluctant to donate their books. For the 2011-2012 school year, however, Worldreader aims to provide students with 60%-70% of their required textbooks through the e-reader. In the long-term, it will be necessary to pay publishers for their materials in order for businesses to profit from publishing e-books.

The Worldreader President estimates that a payment mechanism might be established perhaps two years or more from now, after the pilot phase of iREAD is complete, e-reader breakage issues are addressed, and the government and schools are comfortable with the e-reader. At that time, publishers could sell e-books at prices that are significantly lower than paper books prices, and still make a greater profit due to reduced logistical costs, eliminated paper costs, and a wider access to customers through the e-reader. However, until the pilot phase of the iREAD program is complete, Worldreader hopes that publishers will continue to support the iREAD program by providing free books.
In October 2010, Worldreader finalized (E) and (E+OCE) school selection and began training teachers. Teacher training involved two major components – 1) training on the functional use of the e-reader and 2) training on incorporating e-readers into the classroom. Training on the functional use of the e-reader focused on navigating the device and ensuring that teachers felt comfortable using the e-reader before the devices were introduced to students. Training on incorporating the e-reader into the classroom focused on lesson planning, identifying aspects of the syllabus that could benefit from use of the e-reader, and developing specific activities and teaching methods that could make effective use of the e-reader.

In late November and early December 2010, Worldreader launched e-readers among (E) and (E+OCE) students. Before receiving e-readers, students and their families were invited to a launch event. At this launch event, leaders in the community and representatives from Worldreader spoke in both English and Twi on the significance of the iREAD Ghana Study and the importance of reading. Students and their parents signed pledges promising to make effective use of their e-readers and to keep the devices safe. In the week following the launch, teachers trained students in the functional use of the e-reader. Although there was initially some concern that primary students might not be mature enough to take their e-readers home, within a week of the launch, teachers trusted primary students to take their devices outside of school. Shortly before December/January vacation, volunteers from Lincoln Community School began OCE activities at (E+OCE) primary and JHS schools.

In January 2011, Worldreader implemented a large scale “push” of books, in which Worldreader provisioned books over a wireless connection onto students’ e-readers. Prior to this large scale push, e-readers were pre-loaded with approximately 15 books and Worldreader had pushed an additional 1 to 2 books every week via cell phone signals. Since cell phone signals were not suitable for sending large amounts of books, Worldreader collected all e-readers, transported the devices to Accra, and pushed about 70 additional books via high speed Wi-Fi available in the capital city. After the large scale push, Worldreader continued to push 1 to 2 books weekly over the GSM mobile phone network.

In February 2011, volunteers from Ashesi University and the Writer’s Project of Ghana began working with (E+OCE) students on Saturdays as part of OCE activities. In general, OCE activities took place at (E+OCE) schools on Saturdays. The project coordinator, along with other volunteers, developed activity plans that used the e-reader to enhance literacy by focusing on reading comprehension and grammar.

Sample OCE activities include:5

- Reading books with students and then asking reading comprehension questions, with small prizes for correct answers.
- Asking students to identify certain parts of speech within the stories on their e-readers.
- Quizzing students on listening comprehension.
- Prompting students with open-ended higher level inference questions. For example, students are asked to predict what might happen next, why a character may have acted a certain way, etc.
- Writing short stories and poems.
- Writing responses to the books. For example, after reading Meshack Asare’s The Canoe’s Story, students wrote letters to the author. Exemplary letters were displayed on Worldreader’s blog.
- Giving inspirational lectures on reading, writing, exam-taking skills, and pursuing one’s dreams.

---

5 Details on OCE activities, as well as sample lesson plans, are presented in Appendix A.
In March 2011, one of Worldreader’s co-founders held a feedback workshop with (E) and (E+OCE) teachers in which teachers shared their challenges, suggestions, and best practices regarding the e-reader. For most of April 2011, students enjoyed an end-of-semester vacation. Then in May 2011, Worldreader distributed lights so that students could read in evenings, even if they did not have access to electricity.

In June 2011, Worldreader piloted the use of a solar charger in the field. Worldreader hopes that in the future, solar chargers would allow students to recharge their own devices, eliminating queues at the charging stations. In June, Worldreader also implemented a system to automatically register and re-register devices that have been accidentally de-registered. Previously, students who accidentally de-registered their e-readers were unable to download any new material until the e-reader was manually re-registered.

From 19-23 July 2011, Worldreader collected e-readers from the students before the close of the academic year in order to avoid losing devices, as students frequently change schools over vacation. Initially, Worldreader hoped students could take e-readers home over the summer vacation but this approach was ultimately rejected as impractical. In order to provide students with continued access to e-readers in a more feasible manner, Worldreader instead organized iREAD Vacation School; under this program, five teachers from (E) and (E+OCE) school supervised e-reader use from 8am-1pm, Monday through Friday, from August 1st to September 3rd 2011. During this time, students could come to their schools and borrow an e-reader from the supervising teacher to read whatever material they choose. Occasionally, teachers initiated extra activities such as book discussions and spelling bees.

Approximately 178 students attended iREAD Vacation School. Roughly half of attendees were students who participated in the iREAD study and who had had e-readers during the 2010-2011 academic year, while the remaining half of attendees consisted of students who were either enrolled at (E) and (E+OCE) schools but were not part of the study or students who were enrolled in different schools. As a result, the benefits of e-readers expanded beyond the students who were part of the initial pilot study.

Throughout the duration of the project, the Worldreader Operations Manager visited (E) and (E+OCE) schools on a weekly basis to provide program support, including troubleshooting technical difficulties, organizing OCE activities, addressing breakage issues, meeting with teachers, and responding to program concerns. Worldreader staff based in Spain regularly visited schools every few months.

Throughout the project, Worldreader also engaged in ongoing dialogue with Amazon to adapt e-readers to Ghanaian classrooms. Worldreader discussed a range of issues with Amazon, including:

- Developing more durable e-readers with sturdier screens and other adjustments that would reduce breakages.
- Controlling e-reader functions that distract students or that are problematic. For example, Worldreader is exploring ways to limit functions on the e-reader such as music and internet.
- Designing an e-reader management system that can control and monitor large numbers of e-readers on one account so that, for example, all 87 (E) and (E+OCE) primary students could be connected to one single account. In the current system, only 5 e-readers can be connected to one account.

Worldreader plans to continue iREAD programming with the (E) and (E+OCE) students who participated in the 2010-2011 pilot study. While the pilot study focused on primary 4, JHS 1,
and SHS 1 students, the iREAD program for the 2011-2012 school year will continue with the same students, who will have advanced to primary 5, JHS 2, and SHS 2.

Worldreader is in the process of securing textbooks appropriate for primary 5, JHS 2, and SHS 2 levels. In order to maximize the e-reader’s integration into the curriculum, Worldreader plans to extend the number of school subjects that the e-reader will cover. While the pilot focused on English, Social Studies/Citizenship Education, and Integrated Science, the 2011-2012 program will add other subjects such as Religious Moral Education, Ghanaian Language, Information Communication Technology, Government, and Economics. Worldreader hopes to make 60-70% of required textbooks available on the e-reader.

Inspired by the success of iREAD Vacation School, Worldreader additionally hopes to promote the habit of reading through after-school reading clubs. Teacher feedback on iREAD Vacation School revealed that the program is the first opportunity teachers have had to observe and assist students while they read materials they choose for themselves. During the school year, students read required materials together as a class, but the curriculum does not allow time for individual reading during the school day. Furthermore, at home, students may not develop the habit of reading for pleasure because they are concentrating on chores and other activities. Teachers praised the iREAD Vacation School for creating an environment that encourages a culture of reading.

Worldreader is therefore working with teachers to explore the possibility of one hour long after-school reading club sessions that would take place two to three times a week. During club sessions, students would read individually for pleasure while a supervising teacher is available to clarify phrases or otherwise assist students as needed. Worldreader recognizes that parents may want students to come directly home after school, especially if students live far away from the school, potentially posing a challenge to the after-school reading clubs. Worldreader is considering organizing a meeting for parents that explains the purpose of the clubs in order to gain parent support.

Finally, Worldreader is recruiting additional staff to support the iREAD program for the upcoming school year. For example, Worldreader will secure an iREAD Fellow to support the Operations Manager with on-the-ground work in Ghana.
5. FINDINGS & ANALYSIS

Overall, students and teachers from the iREAD Ghana Pilot Study had positive experiences with the e-reader.

Feedback from the mid-term and final evaluation supports the general sense that the e-reader has a role in the future of the Ghanaian public school curriculum. Data from the pilot study reveal that there are short-term, medium-term, and long-term benefits to incorporating e-readers into the Ghanaian public school system.

Primary among the short-term benefits is that students have immediate and reliable access to books for academic and personal use. In contrast to the undependable delivery of paper books, e-books arrive instantly and transparently onto students’ devices through mobile phone technology. In the medium-term, student and teachers have access to reading materials and teaching resources that facilitate and significantly accelerate the learning process, since students are able to have direct access to information in a home setting. This gives students and teachers the opportunity to extend learning beyond the allotted class time. Unlike the current scenario where primary and JHS students cannot take school textbooks home, the e-reader provides the opportunity for extended reading and homework assignments beyond class time. In the long-term, final evaluation data strongly suggest that when the device is introduced and managed properly among primary level students, it has the potential to improve reading performance, and more importantly increase enthusiasm for reading as a lifetime habit. Therefore, the e-reader has impact along a continuum of short- to long-term effects.

There were also many challenges to the management of e-readers within the pilot study. These experiences can serve as lessons learned for future project implementation. The study identified breakage as the greatest project concern, as almost half of e-readers experienced some breakage. In terms of the study’s limitations, major concerns were that the sample of students was not geographically representative and that time exposure to the tool was greatly reduced due to challenges such as teacher strikes and a delayed project start date.

The aim of the Findings section is to share a detailed account of the effects of the e-reader on study participants in terms of access to books, skills gained, and reading performance within the overall Ghanaian academic experience. Additionally, the evaluation team identified and analyzed unanticipated results that occurred within this pilot study.

Findings are presented in the following seven major categories:

- Understanding socio-economic data in context
- Access to books
- Attitudes towards reading
- Technology skills gained
- Reading performance on standardized tests
- Unanticipated results
- Factors affecting sustainability
5.1 UNDERSTANDING SOCIO-ECONOMIC DATA IN CONTEXT

Results from the pilot study reveal that the e-reader has affected reading performance most significantly at the primary school level than at any other grade level. Data from the baseline revealed that the average age across the groups was 11.1 years at the primary level; 13.5 years at the JHS level, and 16.6 years at the SHS level. Therefore, within this study, age and grade level correlated to the success of the device and served as a principal social factor.

From socio-economic background data collected from the baseline in early December 2010, the M&E Team concluded that 50.0% of parents in the (E) primary group were from agricultural backgrounds as compared to 15.6% in the (E+OCE) group. Recent standardized test results suggest that primary students from non-agricultural backgrounds may have benefitted more from the e-reader than students from agricultural backgrounds. This finding requires further investigation and confirmation, but if true, it can pose serious challenges for implementation in average Ghanaian public schools. Agriculture is one of the country’s most popular and prominent sectors, involving most Ghanaians as a general way of life. Data from the pilot study suggested that family responsibilities to carry out agricultural activities hindered the ability of students from agricultural backgrounds to fully capitalize on the device in their home setting. This setback may need to be explored further if scaling up e-readers at a national level.

The evaluation team also found a correlation between the most successful reading performance group and mothers educated beyond SHS. The best performing group for reading comprehension (E+OCE at the primary school level) had 4.9% of mothers’ education levels at ‘higher than SHS’. In comparison, the next best student group (E at the primary school level) had 0% of mothers’ education levels at ‘higher than SHS’. Mothers with education beyond SHS may have been more likely to assist children with homework and reading activities outside of school, enhancing the effect of the e-reader.

Another interesting aspect of socio-economic data is that the primary school group with the best testing performance, the (E+OCE) primary group, had a dominating Ewe culture in terms of language and ethnicity. There may be particular cultural attitudes and beliefs towards education and reading within the Ewe culture that differ from other sub-cultures. However, this theory could only be validated if the study were to be carried out in a predominantly Ewe environment as opposed to other environments.

At the same time, it is surprising that the best performing primary group had no students who spoke English at home, while 8.8% of the (E) primary group spoke English at home. To add, 95.5% of (E+OCE) primary students reported that they had stopped going to school for a period of four months or more. However the (E+OCE) primary collectively performed better than the (E) primary group, which reported a 74.4% school interruption rate. This suggests that students with inconsistent attendance rates and heavy periods of school interruption were still able to maximize the benefits of the tool. The effects of school interruption may be due to the fact that English only started at primary class 4, and therefore students may not have experienced any major gaps in learning English.

6 Analysis of change in standardized test scores from baseline to final by mother’s highest level of education is found in Appendix L. The current analysis consists of low sample sizes and does not demonstrate any clear trends.
At this time, it is still difficult to draw definitive conclusions regarding the relationship between socio-economic backgrounds and student growth using the e-reader. In the future, larger studies involving randomized clinical trials could provide more insight into these issues.

5.2. Access to Books

A major finding of the baseline evaluation was that students had significantly limited access to textbooks and books at home. While JHS and SHS students did have access to books through their school libraries, their access to library books was generally limited to library premises and school hours. Additionally, since libraries stocked only one or a few copies of each title, libraries provided supplementary materials but did not provide sets of textbooks for entire classes to use.

Primary and JHS teachers reported that for many subjects, there were insufficient numbers of textbooks. Sometimes two students had to share one book, while at other times, as many as three or four students had to share one book. Additionally, certain subjects such as Religious & Moral Education did not have any textbooks, forcing teachers to research materials on their own. No primary or JHS student in the study was permitted to take school textbooks home. As a result, primary and JHS teachers could not assign reading homework to students.

At the SHS level, access to government textbooks was similarly limited. For example, one high school only owned 10 copies of the government Integrated Science textbook for the entire student body. Also problematic was that government textbooks often arrived late, sometimes five months into the school year. However, SHS schools ensured access to textbooks by requiring students to buy private textbooks as part of tuition. Due to this mandatory billing system, SHS students had access to more textbooks than primary and JHS students, and could take textbooks home.

Data from the baseline evaluation also revealed that outside of the e-reader, students had a limited amount of books at home. Primary students reported having the fewest books with an average of only 3.6 books, where JHS had 8.6, and SHS had 11.0. SHS students most likely had more books than younger students because they were billed for textbooks that they could take home. Reading interventions can have the most effect on a student’s academic potential during the primary years; however, it was observed in the baseline that students had access to the least amount of books during this time.

The baseline evaluation found that project-affected primary schools did not have libraries, although occasionally, NGOs supplied supplementary materials for students to keep and take home. JHS schools did have libraries with single copies of fiction books, and JHS schools even held library periods once or twice a week during which students were encouraged to read books and request books home to take home. However, library books were generally storybooks unrelated to specific course syllabi, and so some teachers preferred to cover additional subject material during library period rather than devote time to fiction books.

At the SHS level, schools had well-stocked libraries. However, schools did not permit students to take library books outside of the library. The librarian at the (E) SHS reported that the school library contained roughly 2,000 books, approximately 1,000 of which are textbooks and 1,000 of which are fiction books. In addition to these books, the library also contained newspapers. At the (E+OCE) SHS, the librarian estimated that the library contained around 900-1000 books, 700-800 of which are textbooks, and roughly 200 of which are fiction books. He estimated that there were about 10 government books per school subject, although books for certain subjects like Agriculture were outdated.
In contrast to school libraries, the introduction of the e-reader offered immediate access to a large number of up-to-date reading materials that each student could read in the classroom and at home. Not only were students provided access to mandatory textbooks, but they also gained access to a wide selection of books, magazines, and articles of all genres.

Amazon account data revealed that (E) and (E+OCE) students had a cumulative total of 31,432 complete materials on their e-readers, averaging 107 books per student. Complete materials include books that Worldreader “pushed” onto e-readers, as well as free complete books that students “pulled” or downloaded on their own. In addition to complete books, students also had access to free samples of books, sample subscriptions, and the internet on the e-reader.

Worldreader provided (E) and (E+OCE) students with e-textbooks for their grade level on the individual e-readers. Worldreader provided 8 textbooks on the e-reader, covering the subjects of English, Citizenship Education/Social Studies, and Integrated Science. (E) and (E+OCE) students also had access to:

- Local storybooks (*The Shark, Ananse and the Pot of Wisdom, At the Beach*, and others)
- International storybooks (*Gulliver's Travels, Treasure Island, Magic Tree House Series*, and others)
- Educational games (*Every Word*)
- The e-reader's dictionary

The introduction of the e-reader allowed teachers access to books that they had not had in the previous years. Teachers were able to confidently push textbook materials and supplementary materials to students without concerns about access and cost for the student. In addition to the provision of e-textbooks, Worldreader provided teachers with various supplemental materials on the e-reader that they had not used the year before.

Teacher weekly logs revealed that (E) and (E+OCE) group teachers reported actively using the e-reader for approximately 34% of class time. This establishes the integration of the e-reader into school curricula. During teacher interviews, many (E) and (E+OCE) teachers described that they often began classes by introducing a topic and then asking students to use their e-readers. Teachers sometimes asked students to read e-reader passages silently, while other times they asked students to read aloud together as a class. Then, teachers frequently reinforced reading comprehension by having students answer questions based on the passage. Other teachers expanded upon certain points made in the passage and gave supplementary notes. One primary school teacher designated Fridays as the day when students read an e-reader story aloud together. Science teachers mentioned that they sometimes integrated the e-reader into the classroom by having students open up to a particular diagram. Additionally, several teachers mentioned that the dictionary function on the e-reader was highly valuable as students could immediately expand vocabulary without having to reference a dictionary.

The effects of having access to more books than the previous year was appreciated at the student level and the teacher level. Major advantages to having the device included:

**Improved Lesson Planning.** Teachers found the e-reader very useful in preparing for their lesson plans. Teachers had more resources to draw upon when planning lessons. The e-reader allowed teachers to conduct background research, create lesson notes, and design reading comprehension assessments for students. As several teachers expressed, they no longer relied

---

7 See Appendix B for details on the 8 textbooks,
solely on the few outdated textbooks that were previously available. Additionally, the e-reader was light and portable, so teachers no longer had to search through libraries, pay to use internet cafes, or carry heavy books away from the school premises. Since their work was made more efficient and easy, teachers reported having more time to develop the subject matter content of their lessons.

In terms of lesson delivery, an analysis of 104 teacher weekly logs indicated that (E) and (E+OCE) teachers used teaching methods or lesson plans from Worldreader’s teacher training sessions for 49% of weeks. Some of the methods and lesson plans that teachers reported using include the following:

- Reading aloud method to test the reading ability and fluency of students
- Discussion method to promote active participation
- Child centered method in which a student leads the class rather than the teacher
- Group method in which students work together and help each other
- Competition method. For example students competed to find the meanings of words in a particular e-book
- Indicating locations on the chalkboard so that students’ can follow along more easily

**Encouraging Student Participation.** Teachers also praised the e-reader for helping students to contribute to class discussions. Since students had direct access to information, students took turns acting as the “teacher” by standing in front of the class and sharing what they learned from reading assignments. Such participatory lessons engaged students, increased their retention of concepts, and built their self-confidence. Several students in focus group discussions expressed that e-readers made their classes more interesting and educational, particularly English classes. Teachers also observed that the e-reader helped students to understand the importance of supporting their ideas with specific facts and evidence. Because they had access to the e-reader, students were able to conduct research and cite the sources of their information.

**Facilitating Learning at Home.** Teachers also added that with the advent of the e-reader, they could cover the syllabus faster and more in-depth than previous years. Since students could prepare for classes, they were familiar with topics, making it easier and faster for teachers to explain concepts. Furthermore, teachers encouraged students to refer to their e-reader textbooks when they were at home reviewing their class notes, so that if students came across concepts they did not remember well, they could read the textbook’s explanation.

Teachers also noted the following challenges associated with incorporating e-books into the classroom:

**Distraction.** In primary classrooms in particular, teachers noted that making sure all of their young students were on the right page in an e-book could be time consuming. At all grade levels, a very common complaint was that students spent too much time using the e-readers for entertainment purposes such as listening to music. One teacher mentioned that during class, some students played e-reader games rather than focusing on the lecture. Another teacher noted that students lost focus because of the overwhelming amount of information on the e-reader.

**Over-Dependence on the E-Reader.** Many teachers also complained that students had become overly dependent on the e-reader. For example, one teacher stated that students
thought that everything on the e-reader was the “absolute truth.” He had to correct them by explaining that the e-books may contain mistakes just as paper books do. Teachers also observed that some students have started to favor classes that use the e-reader and neglect classes that do not. Similarly, we also observed that some teachers may also have become overly dependent on the e-reader. Some teachers appeared to devote more time and energy towards planning e-reader classes than no e-reader classes, and tended to have lower expectations for no e-reader student performance. Furthermore, we observed that some teachers used e-books even when equally useful paper textbooks were available. Therefore, teachers may need to better appreciate the purpose of the e-reader.

**Technical Difficulties.** At times during the study, problems with e-reader devices disrupted class lessons. High rates of breakages and permanent freezing forced students to share devices. Similarly, electrical charging issues led to temporary sharing. Some teachers also expressed frustration with accidental book deletion and de-registration, which prevented all students from having the same set of books. As a result, when teachers would ask students to turn to a certain location in an e-book, they realized that not all students had that particular book on their devices.

Finally, it is important to note that while the e-reader provided more reading materials for teachers and students, there were many other pressing challenges outside the scope of the e-reader that may have negatively affected the quality of classroom education in the pilot study. These challenges included:

- Student to teacher ratios were high, making it difficult for teachers to manage large classes, provide individual attention, and cater to the needs of students with varying levels of capability.
- The classroom environment was limited in terms of classroom space, desks, and infrastructure.
- Teachers lacked educational materials such as abacuses, lab equipment, measuring tools, and visual aids.
- Student had difficulty with the English language, which was a second language for them.
- Class time was not enough to cover the syllabus, especially considering that students were often tardy and their attendance was inconsistent.
- Students’ home lives and personal lives detracted from their studies, especially agricultural duties and responsibilities.

### 5.3 Attitudes Towards Reading

Data from online Amazon accounts demonstrated that students were actively downloading materials on their own, indicating that students were enthusiastic about reading and seeking reading material that interested them. Focus group discussions revealed that students had no difficulty in accessing reading material, and a majority of students expressed that they never became bored of the e-reader.

While Amazon online data, student attendance at voluntary reading activities, and self-reported student log data suggested increased general student enthusiasm towards reading, teachers observed that some students were less enthusiastic. Students whose e-readers broke were disappointed by the breakage and soon lost interest. Some teachers also commented that although initial enthusiasm was high, students lost morale when their e-readers would freeze. According to many students, another factor affecting enthusiasm was the ‘hassle of charging e-readers.’ One teacher added that some students were less motivated to use the e-reader at
home because of families’ pressure to focus on household chores and other activities over reading. Despite these setbacks, however, teachers agreed that for the most part, students demonstrated increased levels of excitement towards reading.

Table 5.0 below shows that on average, each student downloaded 21 books on his or her own, demonstrating strong student interest in accessing additional information beyond the material that was already provided. The online Amazon account data provided a more accurate picture of students’ downloads than self-reported student logs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Books “pushed” by Worldreader</td>
<td>26,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete books &amp; downloads “pulled” by students themselves</td>
<td>6,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (&quot;pushed&quot; + &quot;pulled&quot; books)</td>
<td>32,636*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average no. of “pushed” books per student</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average no. of “pulled” complete books &amp; downloads per student</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERAGE TOTAL BOOKS PER STUDENT (&quot;pushed&quot; + &quot;pulled&quot; books)</td>
<td>107*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table only provides figures on complete books. It does not include free samples of books or sample subscriptions of newspapers and magazines that students download on their own.

In addition to complete books, students also downloaded a wealth of subscriptions and free samples of books. Data from students’ last ten downloads indicated that “News,” “Fiction & Poetry,” “Magazines, Blogs, and Other Subscriptions,” and “Games” were the most popularly downloaded genres of content. Even though most students preferred Ghanaian storybooks, materials of international interest increasingly became popular among students. E-readers also provided students with a greater international reach of reading material. Amazon data revealed that students were downloading The New York Times, USA Today, and El País etc., demonstrating that students want to access a wide range of reading materials that were previously inaccessible.

Students “accessed” books by opening and presumably reading at least some of each book. Student log data revealed that students self-reported accessing a significantly higher number of e-books than paper books. The ratio of e-books to paper books was greatest at the primary level, perhaps because primary level reading materials are short and can be read quickly. The ratio was lowest at the SHS level, probably due to SHS students reading required paper textbooks. Ratios are not applicable for the (NE) group because they did not have access to e-books. Although this data is dependent on self-reporting and may not be entirely accurate, it is a general reflection of student reading behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>(NE) Group</th>
<th>(E) Group</th>
<th>(E+ OCE) Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>1:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1:7</td>
<td>1:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>1:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(n=5103)

8 More details on student reading preferences are available in Appendix C.
9 Further details on student self-reported data is available in Appendix D.
High student participation rates in voluntary reading activities organized by Worldreader also demonstrated a high level of enthusiasm towards reading. Student feedback on OCE activities was also quite positive. The Worldreader Ghana operations manager estimated that somewhat more than half of the students in each grade attended sessions on a regular basis, while other students came only on some Saturdays. In focus group discussions, students expressed that they wanted OCE activities to take place more often and several times a week, especially for students who were not available to attend on Saturday mornings. Students reported that they enjoyed interacting with volunteers and receiving advice and mentoring. According to a Worldreader estimate, about 15-20 primary students, 17-20 JHS students, and 20-30 SHS students were usually in attendance at the sessions which lasted from 9am until 12pm on Saturdays.

Additionally, voluntary participation was high in iREAD Vacation School, a voluntary reading program over the summer months. Attendance records revealed that 178 students in total participated in the iREAD Vacation School. 47% (84) of attendees were students who participated in the iREAD study and had e-readers during the 2010-2011 academic year, while 53% (94) attendees were other students who were either enrolled at (E) and (E+OCE) schools or from different schools. Since 84 out of a potential 337 (E) and (E+OCE) students attended iREAD Vacation School, there was a 25% participation rate among project-affected students. The 25% participation rate, however, must be understood in the context of the school: most senior high school students were boarding school students and thus not available to attend the vacation school. Nonetheless, one fourth of treatment group students valued reading highly enough to dedicate substantial free time over the summer for reading activities. It is also important to note that the high participation of students from outside of the study suggests that iREAD interventions are creating a culture of reading in the entire community and benefiting students beyond the scope of the study.

APPRECIATING CASE STUDIES

It is also valuable to appreciate student experiences on a one-on-one basis through case studies. Such case studies allowed the evaluation team to see qualitative examples of students flourishing or not with the e-reader.

---

10 See Appendix E for details on student participation by grade level.
Student Enthusiasm Towards Reading – Case Studies

- Since receiving the e-reader, Bismark Amoah, an (E) SHS student, began reading more often. He especially enjoys newspapers and magazines, because he wants to understand current events. Bismark shared that reading on the e-reader improved his spelling and reading speed, but that he still needed to work harder to improve his speaking skills.

  SCORES: Baseline: 34%, Mid-Term: 28%, Final: 33%, Percentage Change: -1%  

- An anonymous SHS student saw reading as a means to become independent. He especially enjoyed reading inspirational stories that taught real life lessons on the e-reader. He explained that before the iREAD program, many of his peers had negative attitudes towards English and reading. The student recalled that if someone read often, his peers would accuse the person of being arrogant, saying, “You think you know everything?” The e-reader’s special status as a technological gadget changed these negative attitudes by making reading seem “cool.”

  Teachers and members of the evaluation team observed that Linda Beyir, a SHS student in the (E) group, seemed indifferent towards the iREAD project. When her e-reader broke, she went without an e-reader for three months before the device was replaced. While Linda did not express anything explicitly negative about the program, it appears that e-reader breakage discouraged her. Outside of the e-reader, Linda reported that she had access to six paper school books, as well as paper newspapers that her father bought regularly.

  SCORES: Baseline: 28%, Mid-Term: 20%, Final: 49%, Percentage Change: +20%  

- Gifty Asare, an SHS student from the (E) group, used the e-reader’s dictionary on a daily basis to look up unfamiliar vocabulary and phrases. She enjoyed reading the subscription “Story Books Express Daily” and books related to ancient Greece. She reported spending 2 hours on the e-reader each day, one hour of which was spent reading, and the other hour of which was spent browsing the internet or playing educational games. The only time she became frustrated with her e-reader is when it froze occasionally.

  SCORES: Baseline: 25%, Mid-Term: 39%, Final: 47%, Percentage Change: +22%  

- The e-reader helped Mary Baidoo, an SHS student from the (E) group, discover her love of reading. Through the e-reader, she gained access to many stories that interested her, and now she reads many books both on and off the e-reader. She shared that she typically spends 30 minutes reading every day, and that reading is easier and faster for her now than at the beginning of the year. For about a month, she did not have an e-reader because her device broke and needed repair. However, she did not lose interest in reading during that time.

  SCORES: Baseline: 34%, Mid-Term: 19%, Final: 33%, Percentage Change: -1%  

- Philip Ofori, an (E) SHS student, spent about 50 minutes reading each day. He enjoyed using the e-reader to access storybooks and play games, particularly word games. He said he likes reading sports books, and since there are not many sports books on the e-reader, he often used the e-reader to visit sports websites.

  SCORES: Baseline: 31%, Mid-Term: 37%, Final: 58%, Percentage Change: +26%  

It is surprising to note that in the case studies above, unenthusiastic students experience growth in scores while some more enthusiastic students do not. Linda Beyir’s scores jumped 20% between the baseline and final; however, she was the case study student who was the least interested in the e-reader. In contrast, Bismark Amoah did not improve in terms of test scores, even though his attitudes towards reading were very positive. Perhaps Bismark’s self-reported improvement in spelling and reading speed did not necessarily translate into the essay writing and reading comprehension skills measured by standardized tests. Mary Baidoo’s test scores similarly did not improve, despite her daily reading habits. In Mary’s case, e-reader breakage may have contributed to her lack of growth. Additionally, it is possible that interview bias prevented Bismark and Mary from fully expressing their attitudes towards reading.
5.4 TECHNOLOGY SKILLS GAINED

The baseline evaluation established that students have limited access to technology outside of the e-reader. A staggering 43.0% of students had never used a computer at the time of the baseline. In accessing the e-reader, 100% of (E) and (E+OCE) students had daily exposure to technology. This gave them practical communication technology skills that they might eventually apply to computers. The e-reader also provided students with access to the internet. After receiving the e-reader, 43% of (E) students and 34% of (E+OCE) students reported using the internet on the e-reader "often" or "very often."

Although there are concerns that students might use the internet for non-educational purposes like Facebook, teachers and students report academically useful activities, such as using Google and other websites to conduct research.

5.5 READING PERFORMANCE ON STANDARDIZED TESTS

Initially, it was anticipated that reading scores would be the critical indicator of program success. As the project progressed, however, it became clear that growth in reading comprehension was incremental. It may take more than the estimated 7 months of exposure to appreciate impact in reading performance.

Education researchers such as Robert Granger, Thomas Kane, and Harris Cooper agree that, in general, performance in reading improves more slowly than performance in other subject areas such as math. While improvement in math scores relies primarily on classroom instruction, improvement in reading is highly dependent on factors beyond the classroom, such as family background. In discussing approaches to evaluate American after-school programs, Granger and Kane advise that "even if the programs are helping, effects on achievement tests are likely to be hard to detect statistically. We should balance a focus on test scores with an examination of intermediate effects – more parental involvement in school-related activities, more diligent homework completion, more school attendance, and better grades, for example – which may pay off in improved test performance over time."\(^{11}\) Therefore, the following analysis of test scores must be appreciated with the knowledge that it may be unrealistic to expect dramatic increases in reading scores after only 7 months of e-reader exposure.

However, the scores do begin to point towards trends in increased reading competency, namely at the primary school level. Students were administered baseline, midterm and final examination to determine growth, if any. An analysis of test scores across all groups along the continuum of the project reveals that student reading was affected almost exclusively at the primary level, and not at the junior and senior levels. This conclusion supports external data that students are most affected by reading interventions at the primary school stages between the ages of 4 and 10.\(^{12}\)

Table 7.0 below summarizes the result for 309 (n*) students, who were consistent in taking the test from the baseline to the final test at the three different levels of education. The evaluation team customized and administered the English Language sections of regional/national

---

\(^{11}\) "Improving the Quality of After-School Programs," *Education Week*, February 18, 2004.

\(^{12}\) See Appendix K for a select list of studies supporting reading interventions for younger students.
standardized tests that reflect local curricula. Specifically, the team administered the following:\textsuperscript{13}

- School Education Assessment (SEA) for primary students,
- Basic Education Certificate Examination (BECE) for junior high school students
- West African Senior School Certificate Examination (WASSCE) for senior high school students

A critical assessment of the table indicates consistent improvement in the (E) and (E+OCE) groups at the primary school level. To be sure of the results, the evaluation team conducted t-tests to confirm the statistical significance of mean scores. This means that the percent change in test scores is true and not the result of random differences in calculations across time.\textsuperscript{14} The improvement was greatest in the (E+OCE) primary group at +15.7\% and the (E) group at +12.9\%. Although there was an obvious trend of growth across all students groups, the impact was minimal at the junior and senior levels because the control groups also improved. So, the evaluation team was unable to attribute growth at the junior and senior levels to the e-reader because the control groups also grew at the same rate.

This puts into question the growth of the (NE) control student groups. Was this growth in the control group a true reflection of the traditional paper book system and traditional approaches to reading? The evaluation team believes that the (NE) group was inadvertently influenced to focus on reading and to improve reading performance because they were being monitored. (NE) students were equally asked to maintain student logs, and this activity may have inclined the control group to read more. Also, with the advent of administering reading exams to the (NE) control group, students became highly aware and conscious that their reading scores were being monitored. This may have predisposed teachers and administrators to push reading and focus on reading so as to not have poor scores. If any of these possibilities were true during the course of the pilot study, then the growth of the control schools would be higher than on average. Thus, the growth of the (E) and (E+OCE) would have been more apparent.

| Table 7.0 – Change in Standardized Test Scores from Baseline to Final (For Only Students Who Took the All Three Exams)\textsuperscript{15} |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|
|                  | (NE) Group        | (E) Group         | (E+OCE) Group     |
|                  | Base-line Mid-Term Final Term | Base-line Mid-Term Final Term | Base-line Mid-Term Final Term |
| % Change (Base-line to Final) | % Change (Base-line to Final) | % Change (Base-line to Final) |

\textsuperscript{13}A detailed explanation on the limitations of these three tests and how M&E team chose these three tests is provided in Appendix F. Additionally, demographic information on student test takers is included in Appendix G.

\textsuperscript{14}The evaluation team conducted test of statistical significance to determine if the growth in scores was statistically significant. Appendix H provides further detail.

\textsuperscript{15}A table showing change in standardized test scores for all students, regardless of whether or not they took all exams, is found in Appendix I.

*It is important to note that the standardized test for the JHS level was different at the baseline but similar for the midterm and the final. Therefore the negative growth performance from baseline is more likely to be a reflection of the test as opposed to a real decline in skills.*
Also, several factors may have limited the benefits of the e-reader and thereby affected (E) and (E+OCE) student performance on the exams, namely:

- Late e-reader access and introduction of e-readers near exam time
- Disruptions caused by teacher strikes
- Challenges at the (E+OCE) JHS, including weeding during school hours and the school’s week-long closing to provide a public examination center
- Challenges at the (E+OCE) SHS, including delayed decision making in splitting students into streams, lack of e-reader use in English class, and reduced access to e-readers outside of school due to bullying
- Late start of OCE activities, and limited OCE volunteers from May-July
- High e-reader breakage rates, thus affecting one-on-one time with the device

Within the primary school reading exam, there were subtopics where some students saw more improvement than others subtopics. The majority of (E+OCE) students saw improvement in writing and grammar. While the (E) group saw improvement in writing alone. Taking this data into consideration, these results may establish that OCE activities heavily influenced grammar skills within the (E+OCE) student group

Table 8.0 - Primary Level: Change in Standardized Test Scores from Baseline to Final (For Only Students Who Took the All Three Exams)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Base-line</th>
<th>Mid-Term</th>
<th>Final Term</th>
<th>% Change (Baseline to Final)</th>
<th>Base-line</th>
<th>Mid-Term</th>
<th>Final Term</th>
<th>% Change (Baseline to Final)</th>
<th>Base-line</th>
<th>Mid-Term</th>
<th>Final Term</th>
<th>% Change (Baseline to Final)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Score</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Raw Score</td>
<td>17.3/68</td>
<td>19.7/56</td>
<td>23.5/70</td>
<td>19.7/56</td>
<td>23.5/70</td>
<td>25.7/68</td>
<td>25.1/56</td>
<td>35.5/70</td>
<td>25.7/68</td>
<td>25.1/56</td>
<td>35.5/70</td>
<td>27.9/68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. % score</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>35.2%</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
<td>+8.1%</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>50.7%</td>
<td>+12.9%</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
<td>+15.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Listening</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Raw</td>
<td>3.1/10</td>
<td>3.1/10</td>
<td>4.5/10</td>
<td>3.9/10</td>
<td>3.8/10</td>
<td>4.6/10</td>
<td>3.7/10</td>
<td>4.2/10</td>
<td>4.3/10</td>
<td>3.7/10</td>
<td>4.2/10</td>
<td>4.3/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. % score</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>35.2%</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
<td>+8.1%</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>50.7%</td>
<td>+12.9%</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
<td>+15.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(n=309)
Growth at the (NE) JHS and (E+OCE) JHS was not statistically significant. Only the (E) JHS group demonstrated statistically significant growth, at +5.2%. It may still be important, however, to appreciate reading growth within the separate experimental groups. There is an obvious trend of growth within the reading comprehension sections of the (E) and (E+OCE) groups, where students experienced a growth in scores of +19.4% and +16.8% respectively. However, these findings do not support that OCE activities had an impact at the JHS level because growth was higher within the (E) group.

Table 9.0 – JHS Level: Change in Standardized Test Scores from Baseline to Final (For Only Students Who Took the All Three Exams)
At the SHS level, no clear or obvious trends could be established. Results were sporadic and did not suggest strong trends in growth in reading scores as result of the e-reader. At the sub-topic level, however, (E) and (E+OCE) students experienced growth at essay writing section at a higher level than the control group, where the (NE) group scored +5.3%, (E) +13.5%, and (E+OCE) +20.8%. This data suggests that the OCE activities may have had some level of impact on essay writing skills.

Table 10.0 – SHS Level: Change in Standardized Test Scores from Baseline to Final (For Only Students Who Took the All Three Exams)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(NE) Group</th>
<th>(E) Group</th>
<th>(E+OCE) Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base-line</td>
<td>Mid-Term</td>
<td>Final Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Score</td>
<td>Avg. Raw Score</td>
<td>33.6/134</td>
<td>46.6/134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. % score</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Avg. % score | 28.6% | 34.5% | 44.9% | +16.3% | 29.3% | 31.2% | 37.8% | +8.6% | 31.8% | 35.9% | 43.4% | +11.6% |

| Avg. % score | 24.0% | 51.0% | 48.9% | +24.9% | 16.0% | 45.6% | 44.2% | +28.2% | 32.9% | 49.9% | 46.5% | +13.6% |

<p>| Dictio n | Avg. Raw Score | 1.3/10 | 5.1/10 | N/A | 0.4/10 | 4.2/10 | N/A | 1.5/10 | 4.8/10 | N/A |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Avg. % score</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg. % score</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>37.3%</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
<td>+5.3%</td>
<td>41.8%</td>
<td>36.3%</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg. % score</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>+36.6%</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(n=128)*

**TEACHER PERSPECTIVES ON READING PERFORMANCE**

Teachers observed students’ reading competency through conversations with students, having students read aloud, student note-taking, verbal and written classroom exercises, homework assignments, essays, and exams. Teachers compared e-reader students’ reading competency with non-e-reader students’ reading competency, and noted students’ improvement over the course of the project. These observations led teachers to conclude that the e-reader has helped students improve their English reading, writing, listening and speaking skills.

Teachers report that students perform better on reading comprehension assignments and exercises than they did previously. Students also read more fluently when reading aloud. Additionally, through the e-readers’ dictionary capabilities, students have increased their vocabulary and improved their spelling. In terms of writing, students have improved their sentence constructions, and in terms of listening, students perform better in dictation exercises. Teachers also observed that students express themselves more analytically than before, and that students in debate clubs are presenting better arguments than before. Overall, teachers believe the e-reader has improved students’ confidence and academic performance.

Teachers also admit that some students have seen less improvement than others. When asked how they assist weaker students to improve their reading and writing skills, teachers answered that they tried to give those students individual attention to explain lessons at a slower pace. Some teachers asked better performing students to mentor weaker students, and other teachers gave weaker students extra practice through additional assignments. Teachers added that they tried to monitor students as much as possible to identify struggling students, and that they encouraged students to ask for help when they were having difficulties. Teachers note that helping weaker students is especially challenging when students have illiterate parents who cannot assist the students at home and who do not emphasize the importance of reading.

### 5.6 UNANTICIPATED RESULTS

The iREAD Pilot Study set out to test a set of hypotheses, but also carefully observed the positive and negative unanticipated results of e-reader distribution, which are delineated below.

**Positive:**
- + Students shared the benefits of the e-reader with family and friends
- + Students and teachers learned to navigate e-reader technology very quickly
+ E-reader loss and theft were dramatically lower than anticipated
+ E-readers increased exposure of Ghanaian authors

Negative:
- E-reader breakages were much higher than anticipated
- Certain e-reader functions caused frustration such as accidental book deletion, and improper use of music and internet during class time.

Positive:

+ Students shared the benefits of the e-reader with family and friends

All students in focus groups reported that they shared their e-readers with friends or family. Through individual student questionnaires, 46% of (E) students and 27% of (E+OCE) students reported sharing their e-readers with friends and family “often” or “very often.” Since the baseline evaluation found that study participants have an average of 5 siblings, the e-reader’s reach potentially extended to many people beyond the device’s owner.
+**Students and teachers learned to navigate e-reader technology very quickly.**

Interviews and focus group discussions revealed that students and teachers adapted to e-reader technology with ease. Even though many students were not familiar with computers, they quickly explored internet and multimedia features of the devices that were not taught in formal e-reader training sessions. The high number of non-iREAD students attending iREAD Vacation School and frequent use of e-readers by students’ family and friends further demonstrate that people with no formal e-reader training can easily learn to use of the devices.

+ **Challenges with e-reader loss and theft were less than anticipated**

Theft and loss were kept to minimal levels due to community events, the involvement of community leaders, and a community pledge. Thus, rates of theft and loss were less than 1%. Over the entire course of the study, only two e-readers had gone missing, and one case of e-reader theft was reported to the police after a thief broke into a student’s room and stole the e-reader along with other valuables. It is possible that in the future, when the iREAD project is scaled up and e-readers are used in less tight-knit communities, theft and loss may become larger issues than they were in the pilot study.

+ **E-readers have increased exposure of Ghanaian authors.**

Worldreader is committed to digitizing local Ghanaian books, believing that students will learn to love reading when they have books that relate to their own culture and surroundings. Worldreader digitized books from several Ghanaian publishers. Worldreader's Ghanaian and West African Publishing Partners are as follows:

- Sub-Saharan Publishers
- Regener8
The Ghanaian books that Worldreader has digitized are available on-line at Amazon's Kindle Store, providing Ghanaian authors with an international reach. In total, Worldreader has digitized 82 Ghanaian books.

**Negative:**

- **Students at the JHS and SHS levels did not experience gains in standardized test scores**

As described above in “Standardized Testing,” JHS and SHS students in the (E) and (E+OCE) groups did not perform significantly better than their (NE) counterparts on standardized tests. One possible explanation is that JHS and SHS are more interested in completing the reading required for their core curriculum than they are in reading for pleasure, or that they have more family obligations preventing them from enjoying sufficient leisure reading. Additionally, the fact that SHS students are required to purchase textbooks means that they already possess certain books that they can read at home. It is also important to note that educational researchers agree that reading performance improves slowly over time. It may be unrealistic to expect dramatic increases in reading scores after only 7 months of e-reader exposure.

- **E-reader breakages were much higher than anticipated**

Over the course of the study, a total of 243 e-readers were reported broken, indicating a 40.5% breakage rate. A breakage is considered damage or malfunction that cannot be repaired on-site. This high rate of damage limits the cost effectiveness of the e-reader and disrupts student learning during the period of e-reader replacement. In March, Worldreader established a stock of extra e-readers so that when e-readers break, the students can use replacement e-readers while the broken device is being repaired. However, solutions that directly address the primary causes of breakages are necessary for the long-term sustainability of the project. Worldreader and Amazon have identified the fragile e-reader screen as the major weakness of the device, and are in the process of piloting modified devices with reinforced screens.

- **Certain e-reader functions, such as music, games, and internet, and accidental book deletion were problematic**

The most common complaint that teachers shared during interviews and focus group discussions was that music, games, and the internet distracted students from the educational aspects of the e-readers. Many teachers recommended that the program develop a way to completely eliminate the e-reader's music, game, and internet functionality, while other teachers admitted that students should continue to access internet so long as internet access was censored and controlled. Another negative effect of the e-reader’s entertainment aspects was that they attracted bullies who may not have had an interest in the e-reader’s educational functions but were jealous of its music, games, and internet capabilities. Bullying was especially prominent at the (E+OCE) SHS. Finally, accidental book deletion was a common problem that
prevented students from having the full set of iREAD books. In October 2011, Amazon will roll out software to limit e-reader functions.

5.7 FACTORS AFFECTING SUSTAINABILITY

At this time, the primary factor limiting the e-reader’s sustainability is the high device breakage rate, as 40.5% of e-readers experienced major damage within the 7 month period of the pilot study. However, should technical improvements to the device reduce the breakage rate to minimal levels, the e-reader would be an efficient, cost effective method to distribute textbooks and educational material.

Table 11.0 below estimates that for the years 2014-2018, using a calculation focused strictly on the provisioning of textbooks, the e-reader system would cost only $8.93-$11.40 more per student over a 4 year period than the traditional paper book system.\(^\text{16}\)

This estimate makes two major assumptions:

1. By the year 2014, technical improvements to the e-reader would reduce the device breakage rate to minimal levels, so that the device would last for at least 4 years. In October 2011, the first shipment of e-readers with strengthened screens arrived in Ghana for pilot testing. It is reasonable to assume that three years of continued collaboration with e-reader manufacturers would yield sufficiently rugged devices.

2. By the year 2014, e-readers would cost $40 at bulk discount. This estimate is realistic considering that as of November 2011, the retail price of e-readers is $79. The cost of the device is continuing to decline, and increased ruggedization of the device should not affect this trend in price.

Additionally, Table 11.0 below estimates that e-book prices would be approximately 40% of paper book prices. Worldreader’s discussions with publishers suggest that paper books priced at 5-6 GHC could cost 1-2 GHC in digital form. These low prices would be sustainable because publishers estimate that even if they sell e-books at significantly lower prices, they would still make greater profits selling e-books than selling paper books. Digital publishing reduces transportation costs, storage costs, paper/ink costs, and risks associated with paper publishing. Additionally, e-books would be more profitable than paper books because they would provide publishers with access to wider markets inside and outside of Ghana. Furthermore, publishers are attracted to digital publishing because it would allow them to trial new books digitally before taking the risk of investing paper, ink, and storage to print paper books that might sell unsuccessfully.

Table 11.0 – Cost Comparison Between the Paper System and E-Reader System for the Years 2014-2018

\(^{16}\)It is important to note that estimates do not take into account other benefits, such as the value of supplementary materials. Also, the benefits provided by the e-readers listed in table 12.0 exceed $11.40 or more.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Avg. Price per Textbook (USD)*</th>
<th>No. of Textbooks per Year for One Student</th>
<th>No. of Years **</th>
<th>Total Cost of Books (USD)</th>
<th>Cost of One E-Reader Device (USD)</th>
<th>Cost of E-Reader Accessories, Set-Up, Training, and Support (USD)</th>
<th>Total Cost over 4 Years (USD)</th>
<th>Cost Difference Between E-Reader and Paper Systems Over 4 Years (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Paper System</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$81.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$81.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>E-Reader System</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$32.40</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$102.40</td>
<td>$11.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHS</td>
<td>Paper System</td>
<td>$2.07</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$82.80</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$82.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHS</td>
<td>E-Reader System</td>
<td>$0.83</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$33.12</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$103.12</td>
<td>$10.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS</td>
<td>Paper System</td>
<td>$2.66</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$85.12</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$85.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS</td>
<td>E-Reader System</td>
<td>$1.06</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$34.05</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$104.05</td>
<td>$8.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For the paper system, average price per textbook figures are the price paid by the Ghana Education Service to both print and distribute books for the districts in which project-affected schools are located. For the e-reader system, average price per textbook figures are estimated at 40% of the paper book price. E-books are significantly cheaper than paper books because they eliminate costs related to distribution, paper, and ink.

**This analysis uses 4 years, assuming that e-readers and paper textbooks could be reused approximately 4 years before becoming damaged or outdated. However, there are only three primary years that use English as the language of instruction (Primary 4-6), three JHS years, and three SHS years. Therefore, individual students would only use paper books or e-readers for 3 years at each level.

Currently, the government pays a subsidy of $81.00-$85.12 per student for paper-based textbooks. In the electronic system of e-readers and e-books, families would only need to pay an additional cost of $8.93-$11.40 per student for four years, which is equivalent to $0.19-$0.24 per month for the same time period. There is potential for the government to implement a monthly financing scheme so that low income families would be capable of affording e-readers.

At only $8.93-$11.40 more per student over a 4 year period than the traditional paper book system, the e-reader provides significant benefits over the traditional paper book system. The current paper system standard is to provide textbooks only. The benefit of the e-reader is that not only does it provide textbooks, but it also provides a plethora of reading materials. The e-reader transforms the classroom experience so that teachers are well-informed and prepared and students are able to prepare outside of class. Additionally, more topics can be discussed across the school year. Table 12.0 below illustrates the value added aspects of the e-reader.

Table 12.0 – Benefits of Traditional Paper System vs. E-Reader System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Paper System</th>
<th>E-Reader System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost:</strong> $81.00-$85.12 over 4 years</td>
<td><strong>Cost:</strong> $102.40-$104.50 over 4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benefits:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Benefits:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 8-10 traditional textbooks. These books are kept in the classroom for primary and JHS levels. Additionally, traditional textbooks often do not arrive at schools, so that students frequently have to share books.</td>
<td>- A wide range of textbooks. Not only can students access the 8-10 textbooks required for their current class year, but they can also access textbooks from previous years when they need to review material, and access textbooks for future years when they</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In conclusion, the e-reader system would be an affordable and efficient delivery method for textbooks and educational materials after the device breakage rate drops significantly, and after the price of the device falls. The introduction of the e-reader could rapidly bridge the digital divide as well as eliminate logistical issues of transporting books by providing students with access to thousands of informational resources with the touch of a button.

Analysis of Costs from an Individual Consumer Perspective

The cost analysis provided in Tables 11.0 and 12.0 above focuses on cost from a government or donor perspective, in which the government or donors could secure significant bulk discounts. Appendix N, however, provides a cost analysis from the perspective of individual consumers, who would purchase materials at retail prices. This analysis reveals that over three years, the e-reader system would be $8.76 more expensive than the paper system for primary students. At the primary level, consumers would break even on their e-reader purchases after buying just 4 additional books at a cost savings of $2.27 per book ($3.78 - $1.51), which is over one additional book per year.

At the JHS level however, there would be a cost savings of $43.40 as opposed to the more expensive paper system that is currently in use. Similarly, there would be a cost savings $65.79 as opposed to the more expensive paper system that is currently in use. Again, these estimates are based upon calculations strictly focused on the provisioning of textbooks, and do not take supplementary reading materials into account.

The main advantage of the individual consumer cost analysis versus the government/donor cost analysis is that it demonstrates that the more money families spend on books, the more families would save by using the e-reader system, since e-book prices would be approximately 40% of paper book prices. At the same time, the individual consumer cost analysis has limited value at the primary and JHS levels, as families do not regularly purchase textbooks for primary and JHS students who are not billed for required textbooks as SHS students are. Further iREAD studies would need to investigate families’ willingness to pay retail prices for digital reading materials that are beyond free government materials.

The cost analysis from a government/donor perspective uses four years, assuming that e-readers and paper textbooks could be reused approximately four years before becoming damaged or outdated. The individual consumer cost analysis, however, uses three years, since there are only three primary years that use English as the language of instruction (Primary 4-6), three JHS years, and three SHS years. Individual students would only use paper books or e-readers for three years at each level.

---

17 The cost analysis from a government/donor perspective uses four years, assuming that e-readers and paper textbooks could be reused approximately four years before becoming damaged or outdated. The individual consumer cost analysis, however, uses three years, since there are only three primary years that use English as the language of instruction (Primary 4-6), three JHS years, and three SHS years. Individual students would only use paper books or e-readers for three years at each level.
6. Conclusions

As governments, USAID, and other development organizations search for ways to achieve the Millennium Development Goals, the e-reader raises a promising opportunity to make progress towards the 2nd Millennium Development Goal, to achieve universal primary education. The e-reader offers immediate access to reading materials that once took months to arrive—and even that arrival was not guaranteed.

Improved literacy would impact the entire nation of Ghana, as it has been clearly established that literacy correlates with increased income (OECD, 1999). In the Ghanaian context, literacy helps to address poverty levels of the next generation. Increased skills in literacy, as well as technology, will equip Ghana’s next generation with valuable tools for self-sustainability.

The iREAD Ghana Pilot Study aimed to investigate the effects of introducing e-reader technology in Ghanaian public schools at the primary, junior high school and senior high school levels. More specifically, this study focused on the following questions:

- **Did iREAD interventions affect student access to reading materials?**
  
  One of the most significant results of the e-reader technology was its dramatic effect on access to a greater number and variety of reading materials. The baseline evaluation found that although libraries provided book for JHS and SHS students, students could only access books on library premises during school hours. While the baseline evaluation found that students had significantly limited access to textbooks and books at home, students with e-readers had an average of 107 books each by the time of the final evaluation. Prior to the introduction of e-reader devices, teachers reported that insufficient numbers of books meant that students had to share available books, where certain subjects did not have any textbooks, and primary and JHS teachers could not assign reading homework to students. With the introduction of the e-reader, students immediately gained access to mandatory materials, as well as a wide selection of books, magazines, and articles of all genres. The Worldreader initiative was particularly sensitive to the appeal of Ghanaian books, giving students access to culturally familiar reading material in addition to international texts.

- **Did iREAD interventions affect teacher access to educational resources?**
  
  The final evaluation similarly found that teacher access to educational resources appreciably increased. Teachers who had once been dependent on sparsely available and outdated textbooks could now use previously inaccessible supplementary educational materials, provided by Worldreader. The e-reader allowed teachers to
conduct background research, create lesson notes, and design reading comprehension assessments for students. Since their work was made more efficient and easy, teachers reported having more time to develop the quality of their lessons.

- **Did iREAD interventions affect student attitudes towards reading?**
  Data from the iREAD pilot study indicate that e-reader technology stimulated student enthusiasm about reading and led students to actively seek reading material that interested them. High student participation rates in voluntary reading activities organized by Worldreader also demonstrated a high level of enthusiasm towards reading. Teachers did note that students whose e-readers broke or froze were less enthusiastic, and that the hassle of charging devices similarly dampened student interest. Despite these setbacks, however, teachers agreed that for the most part, students demonstrated increased levels of excitement around reading.

- **Did iREAD interventions affect teacher and student technological capabilities?**
  The baseline evaluation established that students have limited access to technology outside of the e-reader, with nearly half of participants having never used a computer. The e-reader provided all users with daily exposure to technology, allowing them to develop practical communication technology skills that they may eventually apply to computers. Students indicated that they had no difficulties learning how to access the internet to do research and discover new reading materials, and they quickly became familiar with multimedia features.

- **Did iREAD interventions have an effect on student reading performance in any meaningful way?**
  Standardized tests results indicate consistent improvement only among primary school students who received e-readers, especially those who were also offered OCE activities. No other growth in scores could be attributable to the e-reader since the control group also improved. Had the control group had less influence to read, perhaps the growth if the (E) and (E+OCE) groups would have been demonstrative of some kind of effect.

The iREAD Pilot Study also examined unanticipated results of the e-reader, both positive and negative. These results are as follows:

**Positive:**

- **Students shared the benefits of the e-reader with family and friends.**
  All students in focus groups reported having shared their e-readers with friends or family, potentially increasing the reach of the e-reader’s impact drastically, since study participants have an average of five siblings.

- **Students and teachers learned to navigate e-reader technology very quickly.**
  Focus group discussions revealed that students and teachers adapted to the e-reader technology with ease, and rapidly developed a facility with the devices, including their internet and multimedia features, even though many were not familiar with computers.

- **Challenges with e-reader loss and theft were less than anticipated.**
  Efforts to cultivate community ownership of the e-reader technology successfully kept theft and loss to minimal levels, with rates of theft and loss at less than 1%. However, it is possible that this rate would increase if the iREAD project is scaled up and extended to less tight-knit communities.
• *E-readers increased exposure of Ghanaian authors.*
  Worldreader made a special effort to digitize local Ghanaian books in order to stimulate student reading with books that capture familiar cultures and surroundings. All 82 Ghanaian books that Worldreader has digitized are available on-line at Amazon’s Kindle Store, providing Ghanaian authors with an international reach.

Negative:

• *E-reader breakages were much higher than anticipated.*
  Over the course of the study, breakage rates reached 40.5%, reducing both the educational impact and cost effectiveness of the e-reader. The long-term sustainability will hinge on solutions that directly address the primary causes of breakages, such as dust and fragile e-reader screens.

• *Certain e-reader functions, such as accidental book deletion, music, and internet, were problematic.*
  Teachers commonly raised their concerns that music, games, and the internet distracted students from the educational aspects of the e-readers, as well as attracting bullies who were likely less interested in the e-reader’s educational aspects than its entertainment capabilities. Accidental book deletion prevented students from having the full set of iREAD books.

At this time, the primary factor limiting the e-reader’s sustainability is the high device breakage rate. However, should technical improvements to the device reduce the breakage rate to minimal levels, and should the cost of the device continue to fall, the e-reader would be an efficient, cost effective method to distribute textbooks and educational material.

Finally, the final evaluation provided insight into questions raised during the mid-term evaluation:

• *What makes OCE activities successful?*
  Results from standardized test scores indicated that (E+OCE) primary students performed better than their (E) and (NE) counterparts. (E+OCE) primary students received a total of ten Saturday OCE sessions, with each session lasting about three hours. Structured OCE activities targeted key language skills such as reading comprehension, vocabulary, grammar, listening, and writing. Outside of academics, volunteers believed that OCE students were exposed to new perspectives through interaction with mentors such as university students. At the same time, OCE program leaders shared that OCE activities boosted student confidence as students taught their mentors how to use the e-readers and realized that they could be mentors as well.

• *What kinds of student backgrounds, student behaviors, and other factors are associated with the greatest benefits from the e-reader?*
  Results from the pilot study reveal that the e-reader affected reading performance most significantly at the primary level. Therefore, within this study, grade level correlated to the success of the device and served as a principal social factor. Standardized test results also suggest that primary students from non-agricultural backgrounds may have benefitted more from the e-reader than students from agricultural backgrounds. However, this finding requires further investigation and confirmation.

• *Why are some of the scores among certain students not increasing significantly by the end of the project?*
Initially, it was anticipated that reading scores would be the critical indicator of program success. As the project progressed, however, it became clear that growth in reading comprehension was incremental. It may take longer than the estimated 7 months of exposure to appreciate impact in reading performance, especially among older JHS and SHS students who are past the age when reading interventions have the greatest impact. It is possible that improvement in areas such as spelling and reading speed have not yet translated into the essay writing and reading comprehension skills measured by standardized tests. Other students may not have improved in test scores due to e-reader breakages, which reduced exposure to the e-reader and lowered student morale.

- **What books are (NE) students accessing, and how has the presence of the study affected their reading habits?**
  
  In a focus group discussion with (NE) primary students, participants reported having access to 2-7 books at home. At the SHS level, (NE) focus group participants reported having access to around 20 books at home. Similarly, baseline data established that (NE) students had an average of 7.5 books at home. It is unrealistic, therefore, that (NE) students with limited access to books could have actually completed an average of 3 books per week over the duration of the 31-week reporting period, as was self-reported.

  Additionally, the evaluation team believes that the (NE) group was inadvertently influenced to focus on reading and to improve reading performance because they were being monitored. (NE) students were equally asked to maintain student logs, and this activity may have inclined the control group to read more. Also, with the advent of administering reading exams to the (NE) control group, students became highly aware and conscious that their reading scores were being monitored. This may have predisposed teachers and administrators to push reading and focus on reading so as to not have poor scores. If any of these possibilities were true during the course of the pilot study, then the growth of the control schools would be higher than on average. The M&E team provides recommendations on improving the reliability of self-reported data and limiting the influence of the study on the control group in Section 7. Recommendations below.
7. RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation team recommends that Worldreader determine whether the effects of the e-reader align with their current agenda and goals of stakeholders, namely USAID. In early 2011, USAID introduced two major policies/strategies relevant to the iREAD Ghana Study. USAID issued the new Evaluation Policy in January 2011, which called for more rigorous evaluations and methodologies with an emphasis on impact evaluations. Secondly, USAID issued the new Education Strategy 2011-2015 in February 2011.

Having already started the project in October 2010, the project was not able to fully integrate some of the policies released in 2011. Of primary concern was the need for a more rigorous sampling methodology to be used in the iREAD pilot. In addition to the new evaluation policy, the new education policy calls for more focus on primary school aged children. This new policy aligns quite well with the new target intervention groups of primary aged students in the iREAD study.

The pilot study data establishes increased enthusiasm for reading as well as a clear and apparent boost in access to reading materials. At the same time, reading score growth was assumed to be a central indicator of progress, but now serves as a contributing factor only at the primary school level. Additionally, the device is not currently cost effective, but the price of the device continues to reduce in the market. Also, there are opportunities to obtain wholesale rates to further reduce the gap in price between traditional paper books and the e-reader device.

Overall, it is clear that the e-reader had positive effects on students, teachers, and the holistic classroom experience. The major recommendation is to now determine if these results are replicable from a more genuine random sample that is larger in size and representative of more areas of Ghana. Within this second project, it would be important to address the limitations outlined within the report to reduce any confounding factors to be certain of results. This would mean that issues such as equipment-failure, reduced exposure days, and other limitations would need to be addressed.

In the spirit of creating recommendations that are directly relevant, manageable, and doable, the evaluation team proposes 13 specific recommendations across three categories:

1. Methodological/Study Design Recommendations
2. Programmatic Recommendations
3. Technological Recommendations

Methodological/Study Design Recommendations focus on the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology and the design of the pilot study overall. Programmatic recommendations center on ways in which the program could be more effective and ways in which teachers and program implementers could carry out activities differently. Lastly, the technological recommendations focus more on hardware issues related to the device.

Table 13.0 summarizes recommendations as well as the stakeholders each recommendation specifically addresses. Stakeholders include Worldreader, the future evaluation team, donor partners, government agencies, product manufacturers, microfinance organizations and potential device distributors, publishers, teachers, students, and administrators.
Table 13.0 – Recommendations and Affected Stakeholders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Worldreader</th>
<th>Future Evaluation Team</th>
<th>Donor Partners (e.g. USAID)</th>
<th>Government Agencies (e.g. MoE/GES)</th>
<th>Manufacturers (e.g. Amazon)</th>
<th>Microfinance Organizations &amp; Potential Device Distributors</th>
<th>Publishers</th>
<th>Teachers/Administrators/Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Use a genuine random sample for the purposes of drawing conclusions on Ghanaian public schools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Limit influences and exposure within the control group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Modify data collection tools to capture data on student reading habits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Focus on primary schools and OCE activities to maximize benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pilot potential funding mechanisms to explore sustainability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gain greater stakeholder buy-in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Integrate e-readers more fully into the entire curriculum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Reduce logistical challenges for iREAD 2011-2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Continue to build the capacity of teachers so that the tool is used to its maximum potential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Introduce E-Readers to Teacher Training Colleges and Teachers’ Unions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Expand iREAD Activities to Underserved Areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Reduce the number of e-reader breakages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Develop an improved e-reader management system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although Worldreader has started to address many of the above recommendations, the following recommendations could greatly strengthen future programs when fully achieved.

### Methodological/Study Design Recommendations

1. **Use a Genuine Random Sample for the Purposes of Drawing Conclusions on Ghanaian Public Schools**

The M&E Team recommends a revised sampling method that uses a larger sample size and smaller confidence interval of +/-2 based upon a currently accurate population of school-bound children across Ghana’s ten regions. A smaller confidence level and a larger sample size would assure stakeholders of the reliability of results, particularly a larger sample size would ensure that results truly reflect the population. If the general population of the target group is above 3 million, then the sample size would need to be at least 2,400. Future studies should also randomly select schools from throughout Ghana’s ten regions, and randomly select streams of students.
2. Limit Influences and Exposure within the Control Group

It is unsure as to the level of influence that (NE) group activities had on the study. As a first measure, it may prove valuable to not administer tests to the (NE) group, but rather use old exams or quizzes to establish reading levels. This may cause an unequal comparison of scores against the (E) and (E+OCE) groups, but the true reading competency of the (NE) group would reveal itself. Similarly, the (NE) group should not be included in student log exercises, so as to not bring attention to monitoring activities. It would be up to the discretion of the future evaluation team to include the (NE) group when administering questionnaires, however any and all interaction with the control group could incite the group to want to perform better in reading.

3. Modify Data Collection Tools to Capture Data on Student Reading Habits

Self-reported data from student weekly logs during the pilot study was highly unreliable. To improve data on self-reported reading habits, the M&E team recommends that instead of having students fill forms on their own on a weekly basis, the M&E team should administer questionnaires in person on a monthly basis. These questionnaires would be redesigned so as to focus only on the most relevant questions that solicit reliable, honest responses from students. Additionally, manufacturers could develop an improved device-based monitoring system that systematically tracks the materials that students access in order to eliminate the bias of self-reporting and provide more accurate data on student reading habits. At this time, Amazon provides limited information on the materials that students download. However, there is potential for the device to systematically capture data on the number of pages that students view in each book and the frequency with which students open each book.

4. Focus on Primary Schools and OCE Activities to Maximize Benefits

Standardized test scores revealed that e-readers enhanced English proficiency at the primary level, while e-readers had a minimal effect on reading proficiency at the JHS and SHS levels. Therefore, Worldreader should work with donor partners and the Ghana Education Service to focus iREAD efforts on primary students who benefit the most from e-readers in terms of improved reading and writing performance.

In focusing solely on primary students, Worldreader should consider the following:

- Digitize additional content that is appropriate for primary students. During the pilot, primary teachers commented that there should be more books at their students' reading levels. Additionally, digitizing local language reading materials for primary 1-3 students would be important, since classes in those grades are conducted in local languages. Primary students might also benefit from basic picture dictionaries geared towards their reading level as well.
- Train primary teachers in classroom management with the e-reader. Teacher interviews revealed that primary teachers had difficulty managing student distractions. One primary teacher specifically commented that it was very time consuming for her to ensure that all her students were on the same page of an e-book, and that sometimes she chose paper materials or other class activities that required less time over the e-reader.
- Work with device manufacturers to cater the e-reader towards primary students. Manufacturers could improve e-reader technology to better display illustrations that appeal to primary students. Additionally, manufacturers could change the text-to-speech
Primary students who saw the greatest gains in standardized test scores were those students who received OCE interventions. Thus, it is also important to strengthen OCE activities in order to maximize impact. To have a greater influence on students, OCE activities may need to occur more regularly. Although testing the effectiveness of OCE activities after school vs. during school hours was outside of the scope of the pilot iREAD study, future iREAD activities should draw upon best practices identified by other education initiatives in Ghana and internationally. For example, evaluation results of the national pilot of the Ghana Teacher Community Assistant Initiative (TCAI) will be available in August 2012. Findings from the TCAI evaluation will provide valuable data on whether remedial education interventions are more effective during or after school hours.

Additionally, OCE interventions need to specifically target improvement in key aspects of reading competency in order to achieve specific educational results. Volunteers should be well trained, with specific lesson plans to be able to focus on key language skills such as phonological awareness, word recognition, fluency, and comprehension. To provide individual attention that is often lacking in large class sizes, the program should recruit additional OCE volunteers so as to create a low volunteer to student ratio. Individual attention is especially important for poor performing students with limited English skills, who may not be using the e-reader to its fullest potential. Randomized control trials in Kenya and India indicate that grouping students by their achievement level and enlisting the help of community teaching assistants can be effective in improving primary students’ reading performance. Worldreader could consider incorporating these best practices by splitting OCE students by reading level and training volunteers from the community.

5. Pilot Potential Funding Mechanisms to Explore Sustainability

Even if the price of the e-readers falls, it is unrealistic at this time for the Government of Ghana, USAID, or other donor agencies to buy e-readers for all students. Therefore, in order to scale up the project, it would be critical for Worldreader to develop and pilot an effective business model that takes advantage of a strong private/public partnership mixed with financial appeals to poor families.

In a parental contribution model, the government and/or donor agencies would subsidize e-readers, and families would cover remaining costs through affordable payment installments over time. This would allow families to bear some of the costs and also assign a value to the device within the home setting. A pilot of the parental contribution model would be critical in understanding if there is an e-reader market for students at primary, JHS, and SHS levels. Similarly, the pilot would measure families’ interest in purchasing supplementary reading materials beyond free government textbooks when books are at significantly reduced digital prices. Additionally, a pilot of the parental contribution model would document how device use among families that pay for the device differs from device use among families that receive the device for free.

In a scaled up parental contribution model, private stakeholders, such as mobile carriers and device manufacturers, would sell and distribute e-readers. At this time, Worldreader is in
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preliminary discussions with various microfinance organizations as well as credit facilitators within mobile carrier companies. These private stakeholders would risk losing money if parents default on payment installments, break the devices, discover that demand for e-readers is less than anticipated, or any other unexpected challenges arise. In order to reduce such risk during the experimental phases of the project so that private stakeholders are more willing to be involved, donors could explore the possibility of providing bank guarantees to mitigate potential losses.

6. **Gain Greater Stakeholder Buy-In**

In order to continue and scale-up iREAD activities, it will be necessary for Worldreader to gain greater buy-in from stakeholders such as donor partners and the Ghana Ministry of Education. At this time, stakeholders’ greatest concerns are that the cost of the device does not justify the benefits, as improvements to the paper book system could potentially achieve similar benefits in a more cost-effective manner. In order to address these concerns, Worldreader will need to draw clear comparisons that demonstrate the costs and benefits of the e-reader system vs. the traditional paper book system so that stakeholders can more clearly appreciate the value added aspects of the device.

7. **Integrate E-Readers More Fully into the Curriculum**

USAID’s and GES’ primary interest in the e-reader is its potential to efficiently deliver textbooks. In order to realize this potential, Worldreader will need to work with publishers and GES to digitize additional textbooks so that the e-reader covers as many class subjects as possible.

Teacher interviews also reveal that some textbooks currently on the e-reader do not cover the syllabus adequately, limiting the e-reader’s use in the classroom. A teacher review committee could potentially identify the books that teachers find most useful.

8. **Reduce Logistical Challenges for iREAD 2011-2012**

As a pilot program, the iREAD 2010-2011 program faced logistical difficulties that limited the study’s ability to appreciate the full impact of the e-reader. In expanding the study to the 2011-2012 school year, Worldreader has the opportunity to address logistical difficulties that negatively affected students’ abilities to utilize the e-reader. iREAD 2011-2012 should begin promptly at the start of the school year, so that students can use e-readers for a full eleven months. iREAD 2011-2012 should also involve as many students as possible who were part of the original pilot program, so that at least some students would be familiar with the e-reader and would not need to spend time learning new technology as they did in the pilot.

One major logistical challenge during the pilot was also that students did not have lights for their e-readers until the fifth month of the program. As a result, students with limited access to electricity had difficulty reading in the evening for the majority of the program. The iREAD 2011-2012 program should provide lights from the very start of the school year.

Another logistical challenge during the pilot related to charging. Devices need to be charged frequently, and sometimes lessons delayed because teachers had to wait for students to charge their devices before beginning. Since there were not enough chargers for each student to take home, students had to charge at the school, which was time consuming for teachers and inconvenient during vacation when students were not in school. One teacher who served as a project coordinator observed that he spent an average 40 minutes every school day charging students’ e-readers. For iREAD 2011-2012, Worldreader should provide individual chargers so
that so that students can charge on their own rather than depending on teachers or class prefects. Worldreader is in the process of testing micro-solar chargers for students to use.

9. **Continue to Build the Capacity of Teachers So That the Tool Is Used to Its Maximum Potential**

As a preliminary step in the process of strengthening the capacity of teachers, we recommend that teachers undergo additional training on ‘methodologies to teach reading to children’. Having a stronger mastery of this basic principle would give teachers more confidence to use an electronic tool with a similar purpose.

Teachers could also benefit from additional training on incorporating e-readers into the curriculum and the classroom. Across Nov-Dec 2010, Worldreader organized training for teachers that covered topics such as lesson planning, identifying aspects of the syllabus that could benefit from use of the e-reader, and developing specific teaching methods. Through teacher weekly logs, teachers indicated that they practiced the skills they learned in training. However, when teachers described their typical lesson plans during mid-term and final evaluation interviews, the majority of teachers indicated that they and their students generally read aloud together as a class from the e-reader. While reading aloud does improve reading, teachers de-emphasized other effective literacy techniques such as phonics, syllabics, comprehension strategies, responding to texts, small-group activities, etc. Additionally, teacher interviews revealed that a number of teachers did not utilize the e-reader for homework.

In order to ensure that teachers maximize e-reader impact by implementing a range of evidence-based teaching methods, Worldreader could provide additional teacher training and establish a system in which teachers regularly reflect on challenges and best practices related not only to the technological aspects of the e-reader but also to literacy instruction. Education specialists from Worldreader and the Ministry of Education could facilitate workshops during which teachers describe the successes and shortcomings of approaches, lesson plans, and curricula in order to collaboratively formulate solutions to commonly encountered problems. Education specialists could continually follow-up with teachers so that teachers have the support they need to achieve high educational outcomes with e-readers.

10. **Introduce E-Readers to Teacher Training Colleges and Teachers’ Unions**

Since teachers use e-readers with students on a daily basis in the classroom, the success of the iREAD project hinges on teacher buy-in. Worldreader should consider piloting interventions targeting teacher training colleges and teachers’ unions. By introducing e-readers to teachers in these venues, teachers could become more familiar with the device, design activities and strategies using the device, and provide key input on adapting the device to the classroom. Additionally, GES could remotely provide ongoing in-service training and support to teachers through e-readers.

11. **Expand iREAD Activities to Underserved Areas**

For logistical purposes, the pilot iREAD Ghana Study took place in the Eastern Region of Ghana, within a three-hour driving distance from Accra. In the Eastern Region, the youth literacy rate for persons aged 15-24 is 72.8%. However, the areas of Ghana with the lowest literacy rates are the three Northern regions, where the youth literacy rate is 35.7% in the Northern Region, 45.0% in the Upper East Region, and 46.2% in the Upper West Region. In order to target
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particularly deprived populations of students, future iREAD activities should involve students from the Northern regions of Ghana.

12. Reduce the Number of E-Reader Breakages

Over the course of the study, a total of 243 e-readers were reported as broken, indicating a 40.5% breakage rate. This high rate of damage limits the sustainability of the e-reader and disrupts student learning during the period e-reader replacement. Worldreader should work with e-reader manufacturers to develop more protective, dust-resistant e-reader cases and more durable e-reader screens that can withstand heavy use by students in a rural, tropical context.

If after these adjustments are made and there are still breakages, stakeholders have started to discuss a system of accountability in which students who damage or lose e-readers may potentially have to pay a replacement fee. Another possibility is that the program could provide resources and training to local people to repair broken e-readers so that e-readers do not need to be transported overseas for repair.

13. Develop an Improved E-Reader Management System

Worldreader should work with manufacturers to design an e-reader management system that can control and monitor large numbers of e-readers on one account so that, for example, all primary students could be connected to one single account. In the current system, only 5 e-readers can be connected to one account, making it difficult to ensure that each student has the same set of books and to document the materials that students have downloaded themselves. An improved monitoring system could also assist the iREAD team in systematically monitoring the materials that students access, which is important considering the high unreliability of student self-reported reading. Finally, an improved, centralized management system could also help to control students’ ability to use the music and internet functions on their e-readers, which teachers find problematic. At this time, Worldreader is in close dialogue with Amazon and third-party developers to improve the e-reader system. In October 2011, Amazon will roll out software to limit problematic e-reader functions.